



















Frank Schiavo is an example of 
a 
man who practices 
what  he 
preaches. 
He 
lives in a solar home, buries 
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(Schiavo) lives in a 
solar home and 
buries 
leftovers  in a 
compost pile. His PG&E bill last month was $12. 
cycles all other waste. His PG&E 
bill last month was $12. 
His south San Jose 
neighbors.  in 
almost identical tract houses, 
pay 
$90-$100  per month. 
In the late 1960s, Schiavo 
was a 
physics student at SJSU, with an 
interest in car racing. A graduate 
class in conservation of the earth's 
resources changed his life, he said. 
After he graduated. he 
pioneered  
an environmental studies program 
at Willow Glen High




Two triangular -shaped solar re-
ceptors on the roof set Schiavo's 
house apart from 
the others in the 
area. The roof is covered with ply-
wood and 
sun -repellant yellow 
polyester fabric 
instead  of shingles. 
But apart from this,
 the aesthetic 
differences are negligible. The 
house, covered by junipers, pines 
and other "drought resistant" 
shrub and hushes, is barely visible 
from 
the  street. 
The 
receptors
 on the roof
 gener-
ate energy. which 
provides  hot 
water for the household, shared by 
Schiavo. his wife, Linda, and her 
daughter. Deja. 
The water is stored in a tank in 
the garage. When the weather is 
had for long periods of time and the 
temperature of the water falls 
below
 80 
degrees.  a gas 
heater au-
tomatically kicks in and contributes 

















Reyes  bided his
 time for 
nearly a 
year.  waiting for the
 immi-
gration service 
to reveal its 
amnesty  
program
 was a 




Reyes took his 






















night  deadline fir 
applying for am-
nesty
 and the right 
to
 become a U.S. 
citizen. 
In Miami, the 
applicants
 lined up 
two 




 morning. In Houston.  
they brought 
lawn chairs. ice 
chests 
and 
toys for the long




 they had 
been putting it off, but now there 
was no time 
left for procrastination. 
"I 
was afraid before, hut now 
there's 
no more time to he scared," 
Reyes said, as he stood 
outside the 
Wilshire
 Boulevard office in Los 
Angeles. ready to apply for himself, 
his wife and two daughters. 
"A good friend says it's not a 
trick, and now I realize I have to 
think of my family." 
Reyes, 39. a janitor who came to 
the United Stales in 1978 from 
Aguas Calientes, said he easily as-
sembled the papers needed to prove 
his family had 
lived here since Jan. 
1.1982 as required by 
the 
19861m -
migration Reform and Control 
Act. 
One of the authors of the legis-
lation
 was in 
Los Angeles on 
Mon-
day. and he gave a message of reas-




at 12 o'clock 
we will take anyone
 in the line, all 
over the United States." 
said U.S. 
Senator Alan Simpson. R -Wyom-
ing, 
who donned an ornate som-
brero. "(They) will receive status 
in 
the United States that removes them 




Nationwide. the INS had received 

















`+.1 St l'resident Gail Fullerton relives the legend stone. Fullerton is helping promote the Unitersit 
of King Arthur
 as she draws 
the  sword 
out of the Theatre's 






 Joe S. Kappla 
Daily staff writer 
One of the 10 
students
 selected to 
represent SJSU 
at this week's Cali-
fornia  State University
 student re-
search competition has 
withdrawn  
from the exercise. 
Disclosing  this in an 
interview  last 
week.
 Serena Stanford. 
the program 
coordinator,  said that
 the student's 
withdrawal  stemmed from 
employ-




name is being 
withheld  for 
professional
 reasons,
















selected  from the School 
of Engineering





Chhor  was selected 
for  
"his work on state-of-the-art designs 
and applications of electrically 
era-
sable programmable read only 
mem-
ories while Clifford 




exceptional  research abilities in his 
work on pitting 
corrosion of high 
strength aluminum 
alloys in an acid -
rain environment." 
Stanford said that the research 
committee or the administration can-
not persuade the student to change 
his mind since that is left entirely 
with the student to participate or not 
to participate. She. however. re-
gretted that the student's withdrawal 
at the I I th hour has prevented other 
desirous students from participating 
in the competition  
since  there 
is no 
other way now to 




 there is no administrative 
or academic 
policy  to hind the stu-
dent to compete; 
rather,
 she contin-
ued, it should he 
perceived  as an 
honor  
bestowed
 upon the student 
to
 
participate and win a prize.
 She 
hopes 
that for the next competition. 
SJSU will
 provide alternate 
candi-
dates in the event of a withdrawal 
due to some extenuating factors. 
All CSU campuses will be rep -
See WITHDRAW,
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which  is 






















































Academic Senator Jim Walters 
proposed Monday 
that  financial aid 
packages absorb some of the cost of 
the 
100W pre-test. 
He said that loan and grant bud-
gets should be adjusted to "reflect" 
the
 need of some financial aid stu-
dents.
 
"There are a 
lot  of kids who don't 
have money." Walters
 said. "On a 





He added that students who can 
afford the $25 Writing Skills Test 
should
 pay for it  even if they re-
ceive financial  
aid.






tee waiver, he said. 
On Walters' request. Academic 
Senate Chairman Louie Barozzi 
asked the financial aid office to con-















As far as I knots, we have not 
(!t agreed 
whether  or not it's 
going  
to 
happen." he added. 
The WST test packet states that fi-
nancial aid students of "extremely 
limited financial resources" 
may
 al-
ready qualify for a tee waiver. Out 
of 
every
 $25 exam fee. the 
Office  of 
Testing and Evaluation budgets 20 
cents 
for  the waiver fund. director 
Mara




does not contribute 




"We have no money to give 
(stu-
dents)," he said. "We're just pro
-
'There















cessing the fee waiver." Pfaff 
added  
that the testing 
office "can handle 






See 100W. page 8 
SJSU alumnus wins 
most
 delegate votes 









































SJSU student Catherine ompki-
son finished in the top third of the 42 
candidates. 
The top vote getters have  an op-
portunity
 to 
go to the 
National  Dem-
, toafic Convention
 in Atlanta in 
ILO 
. 
Of the total of 336 Democratic 
delegates for all candidates. 205 are 




 was very encouraged
 by 
the vote and 
plans to run for an at 
large 




68 of the delegates are chosen. 
Paul Sonneman. 
secretary for the 
Santa Clara 
Young  Democrats 
who 
attended the
 caucus, said, 
"She 




that many votes is 
remarka-
ble.  ' 
"I 
was overwhelmed by the 
com-
plexity and 




gives  tor anyone, any-
one 
to participate in 
politics."  said 
Tompkison


























 of Citizen 











































He said he had run 
because
 "I'm a 
strong




 explained  Tomkison 
would  base a good
 chance in the
 al -
large selection
 because the Califor-
Sec CAI
 VI'S. 
page  8 
Student,
 professor co -edit 
collection
 
Matthew E Durham 
--
 Daily stall photographer
 
Dianne Hay wood, 




 on a collec-
tion 
qf
 poems and other
 
storks titled 
"Readings  for Older Women." 




often adversarial relationship 
between
 teacher and student melted 
down this 
semester  when Sociology 
Professor Meg Bowman and Dianne 












"Readings  for  
Older  
Women." will be a collection of 
poems. readings,  articles and quota-





































"Older  women 
have
 no rituals,






 need to cele-
brate 


















































least  one 
parent






 of her 






































means if I get ex-







f in my feet. and fall 
with









a time she 
fell in a 
Santa  Clara 
County 









 had one had 
one in the 
lobby of the 
court-















was  not 
pyschoso-
mat ic . 
The court






 whose claims were 
unusual.  
arcolepsy  does  




 of the 
illness'  anomimity
 was an 
aura of 
disbelief.  
Is she really 
sick or is 
she  just after 
''more'' 
money from a 
soon -to -he 




















Dr.  Richard 
Coleman







clinic  the best 








to he an ex-
pert in his field. 
'Mrs.  Flouts 
continues
 to have moderate 
im-











 to note that 
narcolepsy  is a life-
long 
condition,  which at the present time 
is incur-
able. although




 treatment" the 
doctor  is re -
(erred to normally 
consists  of doses of Dexadrine 
speed -like drug)
 several times daily . 









rate and dryness of the 









and lack of employment for 19 
years  make (future) 
employment impossible.
 Spousal support should  he 
granted. and an audit or 
accounting of respondent's 
iJames  Flouts) business should he ordered to insure 
a 
fair
 and accurate ruling." 
Tina 
Houts did get
 spousal support. She says 
she is not satisfied with the estimation






What the legal beagles 
did  not quite figure out 
is 
hock






$450  a 
tnonth.
 
Meanwhile. Houts continues 
struggling  for her 
rights.
 
She cannot get too 
angry   her body won't 
stand














































Letters to the Editor 
Biased
 
against  majors? 
Editor. 
I 
chose to CCallIllie live newspa-
pers. Feb. 
3, and 10. Mar. 9. and 
Apr.
 20. and 27th. In looking at 
them,
 I found that 




the Editor." eight were written
 by 
seniors,  five by 
juniors.  four by 
sophomores. one by a freshman,  one 
by a professor and one by a graduate 
student.
 
Of these twenty letters,  three 
were
 
written by journalism 
majors,  two by 












 Engineering. Professor 
ot 
Music. Philosophy and Liberal Stud-



























one  freshmen was 
represented. 
Come
 on! This 
looks like bias to me. 
With this 
es idence. I 
came
 to the 
conclusion

























jected and why 
they were rejected. I 
hope the
 
reasons  are not because of
 a 
biased editor, hut because the se-
niors and juniors write better than 
the sophomores and freshmen,  or 
that journalism students write better 
than 







niques by older students. or by stu-
dents in certain majors. then I can 
understand why very few of the "un-
published"
 are that way. 
My suggestion 
is that at least one 
letter from 
each  group that writes in 
should
 be published each 





 hest of each 
group.  




doesn't allow for more letters,  but 
considering that this is a school 
newspaper, there should he more 
room for student and teacher feed-







Editor's note: This semester we 
have 
received
 snore than 200 kite's, 
and printed over 97% 
of them. Your 
oats represent only 





 in. We only 
skip 
the inarticulate. the illiterate 
and she novellas. 
Story




April 25 issue. contained
 a 
fascinating  
story about  possible vio-
lations of environmental legislation 
during the 
planning  period of the 
Recreation and 
Events Center. In 
that story (it was) 
stated that the Cal-
ifornia Environmental Quality Act 
was 
violated  hacause a Negative 
Declaration was 
not  advertised or 
placed on public display in Clark Li-




That's not really so, but there's a 
good reason why (the) reporter
 be-
came confused. The declaration was 
received by the library office, 
date  
stamped and sent to the 
Reference  
'Desk
 for immediate circulation to 
the public on June 12. 1985. It was 
kept in this very prominent spot  until 
I 
February 
1987.  At that time. it was 
decided  that the Report 
was of 
long 
term interest and 
therefore should be 
cataloged and sent to the Reserve 
Book Room. The date that is listed 
in our computers. Feb. 10. 1987, 
corresponds iti the time the Report 
was processed. not to the 
time when 
it first became available to the pub-
lic. 
At any rate. the Report is alive 























































 Oar./  
Book Room 
(3rd Hour. Wahlquist 
North).  The call 
number
 is LD 729.5 
R43x 1985.
 It's title is. "Recreation 
and Events 
Center: Initial Study and 
Negative  Declarat ion. - 
Thank you for promoting interest 
in 
this  exciting best seller. 
Now  that 
it











in response to the 
April 18 issue that 
contained
 Debo-
rah G. Guadan's article "Tomor-
row's  ticket to fmccess." I am con-
cerned with the 
amount  of 
opportunities  available to graduates 
from SJSU. 
Students who attend prestigious 
institutions, such as the University 
of' California at Berkeley and Stan-
ford University appear to have no 
fear of not being able to succeed 
after graduation. Their confidence 
can be attributed to the publicity 
given to those institutions. SJSU 
does 
not  receive the same amount of 
attention, but it 
does not mean there 
is no future for its graduates. Stu-
dents need to be aware that SJSU's 
continuing growth
 of recognition in 
engineering and business has opened 
doors for many graduates and may 
do the same for them. 
The 
success






better  image of the  
university. The Spartan Daily, along 
with the Alumni Association, can 
work together to accomplish the 
goal. A monthly profile can be done 
on successful alumni to serve as an 
example for SJSU students. 
If students can be provided with 
examples of successful alumni. they 
will be encouraged to compete 


















 A full 
page  was 


















in the ad may
 help her 






could  be fatal? 




















































messages  to 
SJSU  stu-
dents.









































messages are false. 
AIDS is 
a major influence 
in shaping 
sexual
 lifestyles in the




 in sexual 
activities
 are responsible
 for the 
out-
come. So  


















































 has a risk
-pool  of in-
surance,












them,  with 




inflict in an 
accident. 
As
 a matter of 
fact. 45,000 




 in this risk 





area.  That same 
area,  by the way. 
boasts  the 
highest
 cost of insurance
 in the state. 
There  are 
thousands
 upon thousands
 of people 
out  
there  driving with 
no insurance 
whatsoever.  If one 
of them smacks 
into
 you. and they have
 no means 
to
 pay, your own 
insurance  company 
will  have to 
foot the bill. And 
guess what, your 
premiums  will 
go up as a result 
of
 your claim to pay 
for the dam-
ages caused by 
that  uninsured driver. 
Insurance  is a 




 you from the 
incredible
 cost of 
having an accident 
these  days are the same 
ones  
who plan to 
inflict
 this no-fault 





 at the polls. 
I had no-fault
 in Michigan. The 
system there 
had been in 
place  for years. and there 
was one re-
sult that I have 
a hard time forgetting.
 No one gave 
a diddly-damn 
about  anyone else's 
car.  After all. 
everyone's 
insurance  company took 
care of their 
own 
vehicles,
 right? But every 
time  you made a no-
fault claim,
 your own rates would 
go
 up again. File 
too
 many claims and the company could
 drop you. 
That 
is not inducive to maintaining a 
good looking. 
mechanically sound automobile. 
And  as for the risk pool, I had that 
in New Jer-
sey. but not because I was a bad driver.
 It seems 
that the state had taken to this no-fault 
business.  
and  years later the cost of insurance 
had gone up so 
much, and rates were so high due to 
companies  
raising the rates with every claim, 
that most drivers  
were  just skipping the whole thing. The 
number  of 
uninsured  drivers there rose to 
unbelievable  propor-
tions. 
So state officials decided that they 
would  force 
each friendly insurance company to accept a pro-
portion of the insurance policies written there. 
That's where the risk pool came in. When I went to 
get insurance for my new Volkswagen. I naturally 
walked up to the  Allstate counter in the nearest 
Sears store. 
Well. I didn't get insured; that took time, but I 
did get to post a $500 bond. (applicable to my first 
premium) to get a certificate to keep in the car, and 
which would allow me to drive "legally."
 
A month or so later I got a note from the folks at 
Last National Po-dunk Insurance Company, saying 
they 




my at what levels I was covered, but fortuna-
tely. I had
 no 




of the state and away from the whole mess. 
(They kept the $500).
 
Ten
 years have gone by since then, and here I 
am. looking at a new set of slimy no-fault ad-
vocates
 
starting  to beat their drums. Well, 
don't be taken in 
by the pro 
no-fault
 types. Ask 








The answer is ym . 
 If the accident is not your fault, who pays? 
You again. 
 Can
 you get good driver, multi -car non-smok - 
ers or any other discount under the no-fault system'? 
Not likely. Under the no fault I  remember, ev-
eryone is the same, and starts at 
the  same rates. 
Now consider this. By the insurance compa-
nic.:' tt+n admission, they are not in the business of 
replacing the automobile that you have destroyed in 
an accident. What they give you is the "actual"  
read: what they say it is  cash value. And it will 
never. ever be enough to replace the car you lost. 
They depreciate,
 don't you know. 
I guess 
what  I want to hear is the real deal, non -
legalese version of what
 the proponents of no-fault 
are trying to see 
approved.  The spirit of this plan. to 
reduce premiums while 
increasing  the number of 
motorists who are 
insured,
 is admirable. 
But I'll bet you that's
 not what will happen. 
I'll  
bet
 what we see is the 
same old sleight -of
 hand if 
this 
measure  ever reaches
 the ballot. Good
 thing the 
legislature 
decided  to put the whole 
mess on hold. 
Russ Haggerty 
is the Assistant 
Forum  page 
Editor.




















The Spartan Daily would like
 to hear 
from you  our 
readers.
 
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and 
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that 
by listening
 to our
 readers we can 
better
 
serve the campus community. However, 
personal attacks and letters in poor taste 
will 
not be 
published, nor will anonymous 
letters
 be accepted. 
All letters may be edited for 
length
 or 
libel. We will also corrent 













 and class level. 
Deliver letters to the Daily office on 
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall 
or
 



















Roberto LaFuente  Special to the 
Daily  
Edwin Moreira, a Bolivian musician, shows off an instrument he crafted 
sit his iosn




 is a daily 
calendar  
tor SJSU 
student.  faculty and
 staff 
organkations. 
Items may be 
sub-
mitted  on Jurors 
in










over  the 
phone. 
Deadline

















nons  for 









May  13. 
Call 415/855-7249















txxikstore. Call 924-4426 
for infor-
mation. 
Artists Guild: Spring sale. Through 
May 6. Mon.-Thurs.: 8 a.m.-8 p.m.. 
Friday: 8 a.m.-4
 pin.
 Art Quad. 
Cull 
272-4704  Mr 
information.  
Psychology 
Department:  Prof. 





He would like to interview twins or 











Department of Theatre Arts: Pre-
sents CAMELOT. 
May  6-14 at 8 
p.m. and
 7:30 p.m. May 7. Uniyer-
sity Theatre. For more information 
call 924-4551. 
Art Department: Design Alumni 
Exhibition. Art Gallery 1 through -
May 26. Mon.-Thurs. II a.m.-4 
p.m. and Tuesdays 6-8 p.m. Art 
Building 127. Call 924-4325 for 
more information. 
SJSU Macintosh













 5:30 p.m.. Chi-
cano Resource Center. Call 298-
2531 for information. 









Health Building 208. 
Call
 
924-61 I 7 for informal
 ion. 
Catholic Newman Communit% : 





Campus  Ministry 
Center. 












 Book Talks: Selman 
Bur 
Isom speaks on  








the Age of AIDS." 
12:30  p.m., Urn 
versity Club. 8th at San Salvadoi 
streets.
 





 Last brown hag 
of the 




223.  Call 924 



















































































Fantasy and Strategy Club:
 Open 
gaining room  
bring games. tow 
players. 6-11 p.m.. 
S.1.1,  tipper Pad 
Call 

















Election  fiv 














262-9172 for information 
Spartan 
Daily 
Serving the San Jose State 
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Songwriter performs original 










 la. he 
s11.
ied hospitals and played his guitar 
for the patients. Monday, he played 
for 
an American audience in the Stu-
dent
 Union. 
Edwin Moreira. a 23 -year -old Bo-
livian musician and medical student. 
said he misses those hospital visits. 
but he was glad to be in California. 
weaving his tapestry of Spanish folk 
songs before a quiet and appreciative 
crowd. 
He played songs he had created. 
such as "Cueca del Estudiante" 
(Song for Students), on instruments 
he had crafted with his own hands. 
He played Spanish folk 
songs from 
Bolivia. 
Ecuador.  Chile and 
Vene-
ittela. "Palomitay"





about first love. 
At age
 
IS. Moreira was already 
spending hours with a guitar in his 
home town of Cochabamba, Bolivia. 
The time he devoted to the instru-
ment paid off  he created his own 
effective method of teaching guitar 
and wrote a 58
-page  book detailing 
the method. The 
book is on sale 
today,
 and two records he released in 
Bolivia have also done well. 
Before he came to the
 United 
States to study 
English and medi-
cine, he was a medical student and 
guitar 
instructor.  He has been in the 
Bay area for three weeks and he al-
ready has guitar students here. One 
student is his agent and manager. 
Roberto
 LaFuente. LaFuente serves 
-Is a translator  
as












the most difficult thing he's faced in 
the United States. A little of that 
confusion made his 




Jose bus trip go awry. He 
missed 
his  stop and stayed on the
 
bus  





the city to get him. 
He did, 











a love for beauty; both in 
his music 
and  in his surroundings. 
His vocals 
are  so inspiring that a Los 
Angeles hand
 which had formerly 
played 
only
 Latin instrumentals has 
asked him to join 
their group and 
sing for them. The hand, 
Sukay,  is 
formulating plans for a European 
tour.  
Moreira may he a 
part of that Eu-
ropean  tour, but he 
said
 he wants to 
stick 
to his goal of 
obtaining
 a de-
gree in medicine here,





 is not sure,  he said, 
what  he will 
do when 







 to help 





















 song as 
the 
crowd,  
at least some 
of them. 
nodded  and 






























Skills  Required 





Debbie  Murphy, 
Mon.



















































(AP)  It 
happened
 in England,
















Ate  Britain." 
According
 to Rep. Jack 
Buechner,  R-Mo., 
British gar-
deners  who 
raise goldfish
 in orna-
mental  pikols 
were






that scooped the 
goldfish  out of 
the 
pixils
 and had them 
for lunch. 
'The solution: A 
British  pet 
store
 imported  Missouri tadpoles 
which










enough to give 
a British cat the 
tight of his or her life. 
But, said Buechner, alarmed 
environmentalists







protested that the 
carnivorous 
amphibians  would 
eat native frogs
 and newts and 
wreck
 the area's ecological bal-
ance," he said. 
So the pet














gardens,  Buechner 
said 
and added this: 
"After hearing this. I hopped 
over 
to
 the House floor to deliver
 
this sad news to 
my colleagues. 
"Imagine  a 




























You this Mother's Day with one dozen beautiful 




 OM Off 
'Ma This AO/
 
Delivery Service Available 
Order  Today! 
73-Et 




2 9 5 -297 5 














A unique opportunity 
If you 
want  to work hard for
 a rapidly 








 based bonus 
 advancement opportunity 
 
unique  working environment 
Call or come
 in 
and  see 





















































Nine members of SJSU''. v 
judo team
 travelled this past
 week 
end to Fiwt Wayne, 
Indiana,
 to com-
pete in the U.S. National Champion-
ships. 
Involving  athletes from all 
over 
the nation,  the two-day comp: 
tition resulted in tour 
top -three fin-
ishes by SJSI. students.
 












 in the final
 round 
competition. Steve  
Kyramarios.
 
Jerry Guay and Phillip Uyesato also 




 and John Kawa-
mot°
 

















fighting  up 
there (in the final round)," Manning 
said.
 
The 132 -pound werght class was 






a knee injury 
which 




"The competition was intense," 






won  the collegiates
 at 
132 
pounds,  winning over 
Maninne
 









amok) and Manning Iasi 
year.
 
"Hopefully I'm following in 
the 
footsteps of I SJSU 
team  captain) 
Keith Nakasone."
 Manning said. 
Nakasone recovered from a knee in-
jury to ultimately V. in the Olympic 
Trials. 
Both of the Spartans' I56 -pound 
competitors 
placed in the event. with 
Dave Williams finishing second and 














weekend at 172 pounds.






"It's been a hard, grueling
 year. 
especially  with our loss at the colic -
glides," said Nakasone 
before  the 





Upcoming  bouts 
for SJSU judo 
team members 
include the 1988 
Olympic Trials on May 14. 
Athletes Kevin 









and Mike Swain, at 
156 pounds. will  
be fighting in the 
competition.
 All 

























NEW YORK (AP)  
Keith  Her-
nandez of the 
New  York  Mets.
 
who  










Hernandez  had eight hits in 20
 
at 







 career,  
drove in seven 
runs, including the 1.00)13th  of his ca 
reer, with two home runs against the 
Atlanta Braves. 









was named American League Pia> e, 
of the Week Hrbek hit four home 
runs,
 four
 doubles and drove in eight 
runs to help the defending 
world 
champions























Plant on premises 






873 Blossom Hill Rd. 
at Pearl next to Pay 'N Pak 

























Ity Jim Hart 
Daily























progress  in 











vv hat they 
saw, and all seven
 sue-









expect  this 
level of play




tounder  and 
president
 of the 














will he hack 
to get my. 
fencing) masters,
 but I expect it 
will
 take five 
to 













tence in all three 
weapons  used in 
fencing 
competition:  the foil. 
epee and sabre. 
The other














response  to what the mae-
stros 
saw,




 Academy of 














liram at SJSU 
international 
recog-






means that it will be known all 
over Europe that there is a school 
in the U.S. that confidently prac-
tices 








into what it means to have "inter-




ing  a credential 








 to that 
found in 
the hest Salle'. 
in Eu-
rope." Gaugler said. 
"It also 
means that a master 
who received
 his
 credential here 
would  he considered an equal in 
Europe."
 Gaugler said. 
The SJSU Fencing
 Club was 
cut some years hack because of a 
lack of funding. 
The needed fi-
nances apparently went to the 
softball  team. 
"Not to he 
recognized,  the uni-
versity 
would
 he turning its hack 









 Fan said that funding 
for a coach and scheduling are 
just a few of the problems
 that 
face the
 Fencing Club and 
their 
desire to be recognized as a team. 
"As far as I know,
 the univer-































































 come to 
Student
 Health 
- Service drop -in 
clinic  
before May








LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Char-
lie Hadry doesn't
 enjoy the spotlight; 
D. Wayne Lukas 
basks  in it. 
Outside 
Barn  37 at Churchill 
Downs, Hadry, a little-known 
Maryland trainer who handles the 
colt Private Terms, reluctantly han-
dles the media attention with short. 
barely  audible replies. 
Across  the  way at Barn 
39,  Lukas, 
the nation's leading trainer with
 sta-
bles on both coasts and some in be-
tween, speaks of his filly, Winning 
Colors, in glowing terms. 
Either horse  figures to be 
-favored  
for Saturday's Kentucky 
Derby.  the 
I 1/4 -mile, ripenin* leg of thorough-
bred
 racing's Triple Crown which 
could attract as many as 19 3 -year -
olds. 
Private Terms,
 the Gotham and 
Wood Memorial winner at Aque-
duct,
 is unbeaten in seven starts and 
the colt has shown the ability to stay 
close to the pace and fire in the 
stretch run. 
Winning Colors
 comes into the 
Derby off her 
front -running romp 




 of six 
starts. finishing second by a neck in 
her only loss. 








 Monday. "I really 
don't 
care." 
Asked if he was nervous in his 
first Derby appearance. Hadry. 57, 
muttered to the assembled media, 
You





brated after the Wood Memorial, he 
said, "I got in my car and drove 
home (to Westminster,
 Md.) and 
went to bed." 
Hardy said a Derby 
victory
 
wouldn't mean much to him, but "it
 
would mean a lot to the horse." 
A victory would mean a lot to 
Lukas, 52. who, in 10 years, has be-
come racing's most dominant trainer 
but hasn't won the Derby with IT,' 
starters
 over the last seven years. 
"It's not as big a thing to me as 
people 
make it out to be," said 
Lukas,
 whose stable earned a record 
$17.5 million last year. 
Lukas. who has run two- and 
three -horse entries in the past, is 
going just with Winning Colors, 
who will be the 35th filly to run in 
the Derby. Only two have won it  
Genuine Risk in 1980 and Regret in 
1915. 
Lukas ran two fillies in 1984 when 




 has saddled numerous other 
stakes -winning fillies, headed by 
Lady's Secret, the 1986 Horse of the 
Year. 
"Winning Colors 
could  be my 
best filly." he said. 
"I don't think 
she has comparable 
raw talent to 
Lady's Secret, but she 








S. THIRD STREET 
OPEN 6 DAYS 
295-4336  







































































































71/2 -length triumph in 




























carry a weff-stocked  
inventory of: 
NEXXUS, 






 BRUCC1, JESICA, 
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Daily  File 
Photo  
Bill Berr %% ill 
directing  men's basketball 
By










basketball  team. 
Coach 
Bill Berry has 

















 a matter of 
going  through a 
contract 
negotiation 






 to expire 
in July. 






mal period of 
such  negotiations. 
SJSU Athletics











said,  citing that 
the 
negotiation  period was 
normal as 
he saw 
it and that an 
evaluation  and 
review 
by
 the Athletics 
Board  was 
necessary 

















Hoffman  and Berry, 
contract
 negotiations, 
including  this 
one 
between
 Berry and the
 univer-





concerned.  And 
for  this 
reason. Berry's






 to the 
public.  
The extension of 
Berry's  contract 
depicts the confidence
 in his pro-
gram by the university, and 
the  opti-
mism felt by both parties
 as Berry 
enters his 10th season. 
"This is a 








 and the 




for  the basketball
 
program 
and feel he 
can achieve 
those goals." 
Hoffman  said 
After assuming
 the job in 1980, 
the 46 -year -old 








 an overall record of 
137-
121. 





 winning records and one 
finished 
at
 the .500 level. 
In his first 
year  as coach, the 
Spar-
tans participated in 
the NCAA Tour-





 won 21 games
 and ap-
peared





 looks ahead to 
next sea-
son, he is 






redshirts and a new 
crop 
of four freshman
 can provide 
the nu-
cleus needed
 to produce a 
winning 
program.  He 
is pleased 
with  the 
freshmen coming
 in and is 
hoping
 
that they will react



















































































they work hard," Berry said 
of next




 a real fun team and with 
the proper 
blend, I think it 
will
 be a 
real 
















































signed  Jim 
Lynam.  
who took over 
after 
the midseason
 firing of 
Matt 
Guokas.
 to a 
three-year
 contract as 
head coach. 
Terms  of the 










eral  manager 
John Nash 
said
 in a statement.
 "We 
were  pleased 
with Jim's 
effort in a 
limited  role 
lust season 
and  lee) that 
Jim  has the 
ability  to lead 
our hanclub 






make  the 
NBA
 




 in 13 
years. 
They :were 

















this  team 
was 
ready  to 
go
 for-
ward." Lynam said at a 
news conference. 
He denied any 
interest in the expansion Char-
lotte Hornets, who had asked the 76ers for per-
mission 
to talk to Lynam. The coach said he 
wanted to stay 
in Philadelphia. 
Sixers owner 
Harold  Katz said Lynam was 
the  
only candidate for the job
 because of his perfor-
mance as head coach. 
He
 said he didn't think the 




been to a 
point  in that
























 may he the
 hest -kept 















 he'll be 




 will be here
 in Philadelphia.
 
Lynam  still 
had  one year 
left in his 













































 in June. 
Asked about the 
future  of Nash as general 
manager. Katz said. "I first 
focused on the head -
coaching situation. Now I feel I can focus on John 















in high school,  




 from their 
home-
town of 







 it at the time, 
hut 
the
 trip would have
 a dramatic effect
 



































from  the 
deep






suit  up 
for the 
Chicago 






 console and 














w ould  
work  to 
create
 a nor-
mal env ironment amid 
the media 
spotlight for their two
 children. And 
she would work 




 modeling and 
a Wheaties TV 
commercial and 
more recently. 










attractive,  articulate 
woman of 






a player the 
same way she 
learned  to 
handle the 
ups and 
downs  of a 
pro-
fessional sports life 
 one day at a 
time. 
"I think he's 
going to be so 
busy  
that
 I don't think 
he's  really going 
to 
have time to 





Paytons home in South 
Bar-
rington
 is not what you 
would call 
the private
 fortress of a 
superstar. 
The 
home is easily 
visible  from the  
road,  as is a small 
banner




in the blue and orange colors of the 
Bears. 
Yet an electronically controlled 
gate keeps gawkers and autograph 
hounds from driving up to the front 
door, as they did before the gate was 
installed. 
Of course, the neighbors in the 
nearby estate -size homes were ex-
cited  even unbelieving when 




 their area three years 
ago. 
Now, the Payton children, Jarrett,
 
7, and Brittney. 21/2. are just another 
pair of kids who play in the neigh-
borhood and Walter and Connie an-
other couple on the block, albeit a 
rather affluent, famous one. 
"The neighbors are just great," 
said Connie. "Once we got
 to know 
everybody, they'd say, 
'You  know 
you're just like everybody else.' and 







































































































































































































































































offered by Continuing Education 
LSAT 
3 Saturdays. 1 Sunday 
May 
7,
 May 15, May 21, 




Saturdays.  1 
Sunday 
May 7, May 15, May
 21:
 1 p.m  




May 15, May 22, June 5: 9a m 




May 21, June 4. June 11 ; 9 a.m.  1 p m 
To 
register, visit the Office of Continuing 



















 I (AP) 
-- Pete 
Rose will be 
allowed to manage 
the Cincinnati






the harshest for a 
major  league 
manager in 41 years  for shov  
ing an umpire. 
Rose said he 
was shocked 
when he learned
 that he received 





dent Ban Giamatti for shoving 
umpire 
Dave  Pallone. 
The two 
shoves
 during a loss 
Saturday night 
to
 the New York 
Mets touched 
off an ugly scene at 
Riverfront Stadium
 in Cincinnati,  
with fans hurling objects 
at Pal -
lone. 
Giamatti called the incident 
"one
 of the worst in baseball's 
recent memory." He also chas-
tised Reds
 broadcasters Many 
Brenneman and Joe Nuxhall for 
their on -air criticisms of Pallone 
during the 15 -minute barrage 11 
fans, and 
summoned
 them to 
New York 




The suspension touched off a 
flurry of irate phone calls to local 
talk shows Monday. left 
Reds 
players stunned by the 
severity.  
and brought calls for an equally 
severe sanction against Pallone. 
'It's  kind of a harsh fine. 30 
days.'  pitcher John Franco said. 
"I don't think it's fair to the play-
ers, to Pete or to Cincinnati. If 
anybody should be suspended for 




 days is too much. 
There are people who commit 
crimes and don't spend 30 days in 
jail . " 
Rose,
 too, thought the penalty 
too severe. He didn't show up at 
the
 ballpark Monday because he 
had arthroscopic knee surgery in 
the afternoon, but said in a 
statement released
 
by the club 
that he'll challenge the penalty. 
Coach
 Tommy Helms 
managed
 
the team in a 3-2 victory 
over  
Montreal.  
No player or manager has 
greater respect for the umpires 




 the years," Rose 
said. "But I am shocked at the 
length of the 
suspension I re-
ceived.
 While I expected to he 
suspended,  I feel that this unprec-
edented 30 days is 
excessive."  
It's the 
longest suspension for a 
manager 
since  Leo Durocher 
of 
the Brooklyn Dodgers 
was  sus-
pended for the 
1947















General  Manager Murray 
Cook said the team 
supports 
Rose's position and will 
file
 a for-
mal appeal today. Rose 
will be al-
lowed to manage
 while his appeal 
is heard. 
If he 
loses the appeal. 
Rose 
would be barred from the dugout
 













































if he's able.'' Cook 
said.  
The stiff suspension and undis-














"I think that's just fine." he 
said. "I had asked him (Giamatti) 
to move suiftl 
and severely, and 







He's one of 
two 





during the 1979 um-
pires'
 strike,  and isn't a member 
of the 
union. 





occurred  in the 
ninth  in-
ning  Saturday night in a 
5-5 game 
that
 had already 
included a 
bench -clearing 
tussle  over a hit 
batsman. 






two out in the 
ninth 
when Mookie 
Wilson hit a 
grounder  to 















eventual winning run without
 
a throw home. 
Rose shotioutiofihe dugout and 
got 
into an animated argument 
with
 Pallone.
 The umpire 
poked 
Rose below the left eye. and Rose 
shoved
 Pallone. Rose then 
was 
ejected. inciting 




 hasehalls,  marbles, 
golf 
halls  




 on the field for
 15 min-





 to seek 
refuge  
in the umpires'







 whether he 
waited
 too long to make the call. 
Pallone






 stands by 
his criticism of Pallone. 
"The guy's  an incompetent
 
umpire. I said that. and 
I'm not 
hacking off that  one hit." Wen-
naman






STUDENT  UNION  
BALLROOM 
SHOW 
TIME AT 8:00 P.M . 
DOORS OPEN 
AT 7:00 P.M 







00 ADVANCE  51000 DOOR 
r,E 







 ood over welcome













When Rick and Cheryl Pitts 
ss 
alked into a San Jose restaurant re-
cently.. patrons stood and applauded. 







 back in tbe Bay area w ith the 
couple




The have enjoyed celebrity 

















a Ims that gives Indian nthe the 
imal say river











































the couple under a tempo-
rary custody 
agreement.  A perma-
nent custody hearing 
Si
 ill be held on 
the reservation in tour months,  hut 
most 
sources  agree that it is no more 
than a legal process to confirm the 
temporary guardianship. 
The Pitts are coil! Klein. hut cau-
tious.  about their application
 
for per-





Ill he merely a formality 
and the tribe will quickly approve 
pernunem guardianship. Cheryl 









yet  back 
to normal
 after the 
emo-







return  to his construction
 
business this 
week. and Cheryl will 

















 Little hrt niter
 
Joshua, meanwhile.





 spotlight that 
has 
been







 us Josh 
would tee that w 





 vs as at school,
 
but the 

















fit Ic Chet y I got 
ready
 
























Ming  to go to 

























rilticials whisked  
her  away to a wait-




v Chery I and 
natural  mother 









than a week.  
hut w hen
 the couple


























 I had carried 
her 
into the airport last 
time."  














handed her it) the Na%ajos. 
Now 
















the  ways and 






























 Pitts enjoy 
some  
quiet
 time at home. Above, Rick 
Pitts  is glad 







enroll her in 
The Indian Center 
of
 
San Jose. The 
center 
has
 classes in 
**culture, 
heritage.
 and tribal 
dances." 
Kick  Pius said. 
A great
 deal tit her cultural educa-
tion will conic from her grand-








out in a Tuba City 
court. the Pitts will bring Allyssa to 
see her retails CS M Ice ii year. 
ttl 
these  children 
and serves to 
pre-
serve Indian heritage. The
 law was 
originally adopted 
to curb the high 
number of 
Indian
 babies being 
adopted  hy non -Indian 
fatuities.
 
An even more restricting
 amend-
ment to the act has
 been proposed in 
the U.S. Senate and the 




 defeat it. The amend-
ment states 
that
 Indian babies should 
be 
placed  with Indian families 
"whenever 
possible."
 which is a 
stronger
 
prohilurRin  for non -Indian 
'She 
is less willing to go 
to
 strangers. She's 
still 
good natured, just less
 trustworthy.' 
 Rick Pitts, 
Allyssa 's father 
"I think that 
growing
 up in both 
worlds
 
white  and Indian 1. 
she  will 
understand things. 
If there is confu-
sion,  we'll explain."















































































































have  been calling 
us say-
ing the 
same thing is 
happening  to 
them" 




adopt.  Cheryl 
said. 
Indian  law 
Some
 experts have noted 
that the 
Indian Child Welfare 
Act,






 the wishes 
of
 the parents lot 
their 






























































 to the 
three  




















































































































 first lost the use
 of one 









airport.  A second engine  failed 
about 30 
minutes  later. 
Pilot
 
Jack  Harper 
radioed  
the con-
trol tower at 2:49 p.m. that he had 
shut down two of the four engines 
due to malfunctions and asked per-
mission to land. A third engine 
failed shortly before landing. The 
families 
wanting
 to adopt Indian ba-
bies than the original act. 
Sam Pins.
 father of Rick Pitts,
 
said
 the law "abridged Patricia's 
right to decide the welfare 
of her 
own
 flesh and blood." 
He had been to the reservation 
nearly eight years before 
with  a 
church group, digging wells and lay-
ing 
foundations











he didn't know what to ex-
pect. 
At first,  he said. "it was 
shock-
ing ' to see development of land that 
had once been unused. Cameron. 
Arizona,  the small gathering of 
buildings where
 he had worked, now 
has a 




poverty that he saw there. 
"Myi first) time on the reserva-
tion made me more convinced that 
the child  would not 









ervation.  has always 
wanted
 the Pitts 
to 
raise her baby. 
She seemed at 
home 




"I'm not sure what 
I'd like to 
do 
next."  she said. 
"but











 Au -warns tia learn 
about
 computers. People 
on the res-
ervation
 are blaming her for
  'every-
thing 
that  happened. 
They say I 
brought shame to 
the  Navajos. 
The many reporters that the story 
brought to the area outside Flagstaff. 
Arizona.  sent home stories of a bun-
gling Navajo government and hints 
of oppression on the reservation. 
Keels() 








would like to visit her family, 
She will 
always keep in touch 
with the Pitts 
and with her baby. 
Cheryl Pitts agreed
 it may be diffi-
cult to 
explain  Patricia's 
relation  as 
Allyssa 
grows. hut said that "as
 Al-
lyssa
 gets older we'll 




as it is. She'd have to be 
at least 
to
 or I 
I years old to under-
stand it. and  





way to explain the
 situa-
tion. Cheryl
 said. is "to tell 
her  that 
her natural
 mother loved
 her hut 
wasn't 
married and 
couldn't  get 
along 
financially. 
All  we can do is 
explain
 it and be 





w ill probably attend a 
public school and
 a legal trust fund 
has been set aside 
to collect money 
trout
 publicity 
for her college educa-














State  University 
Conference Housing Program 
One Washington Square  
San  Jose. CA 95192-0167* 
(408)924-8180  



























 she will 
understand  
things.
 If there is 
confusion,  
we'll  explain.' 
 






prayer  helped 








were  not 











pray. I knew 
the Lord would
 do what was
 right for 
Allyssa 
.  . . that's what 











was  hard to pray 
and 
say 'If You 
want  Alyssa 
some-
where  else,  
that








what  he 
wanted  for the
 child. 
"She
 will get 
her  culture 
tin Sun 
Jose)
 and a 
good education  as well.  I 
can't 









 he said,  
referring  to 
the tribe. 
'It's  not that











All the Pitts 
said  they noticed 
an 
atmosphere  of oppression 
on the 
res-
ervation.  Sam Pitts' 
wife  Mary Ellen 
said that during the days 
on the res-
ervation before temporary 
custody 
was 
granted.  Navajos approached
 
her to offer
 their secret support. 
"Indians would
 come and whisper
 
in our ear% that































Mary  Ellen Pitts 
is one-half 
Tares -
can Indian. and 
that heritage 
shows  
in her face  
and  in the face of 
her son 
Rick.  She was taken















reservation is a 
sover-
eign state 
under  Federal 
Law and is 
not hound










 off growing 







ways offered in 
private,  he said. be-
cause 
"they  are 
scared  for 
their
 jobs. 
scared  for their 
welfare." 
In a silent,






































 a tirade, in the field 
of biotechnology. Is now In 
the 
process of growing It's Materials 
Department The group 
currently ha, 
several entry level
 opportunities open 
for which we are interviewing. 
Successful candidates will haves 
general









tie bottom Lt. They 
should  be sell, 
motivated
 and able to work well In 
a 
learn environment.
 Flexibility,  ability 







also desirable. Biochemistry, 
chemistry 





































































 Dept. 1343 
Genentech, Inc. 


















































 sounds, tastes 
aromas, touch and the sixth 





Sales  Davi 
May 
13, 14 and 15 
July 
15, 16 and 17 
Strawberry 
Festival  






fiesta de Los 
Gatos  
August
 20 and 21 
Call 










20% discount on wedding 































318 13 No. Santa 





 - Fri. 'til 
7:00  
Sun 12-6 










Care   
Cosmetics



















Santa  Cruz 
Ave.,
 395-0220 
Teddy Bears are a 
statement  of affection... 
Show Mom how 
much you care! 
59 N. Santa Cruz Avenue, Los Gatos, CA 







9am- bpm Daily 
Sundav  
NAILWORKS  





78 West Main 
St 
Los Gatos.











professor  saves money 
t row 
Solar
 energy is also













the day to absorb the 
sunlight At night,
 the panels are
 












ith  no 





















inspected  and found 
sam  
tary by the































way  of lite
 as "environmen-
tally 
responsible lit mg 
in an urban 
setting
 " He is :nits 




 this kind of 
lite in an 
ordinary  tract home. "This
 




w here.' he said. 












hate  lit alhUst to 
her 




"were already living 


















 rugs and 
pho-
tographs 
If thet didn't hat e so 
much  in 
common.  Scluat
 0 said 










I ights ttr the
 stereo  olt Solar
 power 

















Matthew Elittir,1111*sta p 
otographer  
Frank Schiavo, an 
SJSU  lecturer,  shows a 




collect  cold water during the 
summer  and hot during the 
winter.  
on. 
the television  
on,  
the radio 011. 
It's like a 
meter  running.**
 he said. 
 I he Sch tat 
don't 






















and .uds ice. 
"If 





build a solar 
home
 as an 
or-





 700 and 
800 years ago.
 Southwestern Ameri-







gradually.  adding at 
least  two major 
changes every year
 for the past 10 
years.
 
This year, he 
installed  special 
glass. double -pane 











 plans day 
/ / 
Imara






ALD  in the 
titled
 States and in other parts 01 
the world.
 "Because we as a people 
should
 
learn more about 
oursels
 es 
We I).,, Innocenti).liii ')  
 ,  
on 
a small minority
 ' she said 






performeis  such 
as Reggae. 








since it's beginning in 1958. 
The 'nem within the 
celebration  
that is a 
site  to observe, 
Imara said, 
is the 





marchers  are I unified), it 
is an uplifting event. 
All  our people 






 to see .   
Imara 



























 fountains tell 
idle.  
bar tabs grew 
and plumbing 
supplt 






















shortage  since the 
1976-77  drought. But many of the 
cutbacks
 
is ill he highly 













fountains that use recycled 
water   
like  
the  
one in front of City 
Hall   





with  %%mei . 
hut 
no longer sprayed 
it 
into
 the an 
or let it tumble 
fu -inn  sculpted water 
falls 
Restaurants
 no longer serve water 
to diners automatically
 . Many. like 
Maxwell's Plum at 
(ihirardelli  
Square, 
have  posted signs advising 
diners of 







 of the customers hate 
asked for water.** said dining direc-
tor

































most people  have a 
beverage. 




little wine." he said. 
"The 
only 
people who might complain are 
usually
 
from the Midwest. You 
know, they 
don't  generally drink (al-















































































































ith this theme in 
mind.  
Imara says 
there  is disunification
 
among  many Africans. but, "we Lan 










 contacts in every
 
corner of 
the glob. *that's 






















American studies classes to inform 
the 
students  about AID. Imara said
 
since  there won't he many campus
 
events  to celebrate the day. "We 





 in white is 
nice 
to see.' 
 Nehanda lmara, 
co -chairperson
 for 



























































at 110(1  
p.m. 
Authors 
Frttni 01,0 / 
own writing woven through. 
But this




tor." She said she enjoys 
the  collab-
oration.  






had taken "Masculinity and 
Femini-






pendent studies class and Bowman 
suggested the book instead.
 
Haywood




work together in a  office 
plastered with posters that say. 
"Never let school interfere with 
your education"  and "No one is free
 
when others are oppresssed. 
Haywood has read through the 
2,0(X)  pieces of information Bow-
man has collected over the years. 
She rated each one. then
 Bowman 
rated each one. 
They are now
 in the process of 
throwing  















 take the 
whole
 mess
 to the 











pects of aging and 
sisterhood.  
Selections  range 
front a strong
 
quote by Robin Tyler.









 . . . to a prophylactic:
 it stands 
for inflation, halts 
production.  
pro-
tects a bunch of 
pricks,
 and gives a 
false  sense of 
sdcurity
 when one is 
being screwed." 
And the quote from 
Maggie
 
Kuhn, fouder of the Grey 
Panthers, 
"We Who are older 
have nothing to 
lose!  We have everything 
to gain by 
living
 




































 in the 
state. They 

















4.9  percent 
will be Asian 
Pacific: 24 2 
percent 













The  delegates 
chosen  in the 
at -
large 
election  will 
balance
 out the 
delegates 
chosen  at the 






























 are given 
60 seconds to make 
a statement be-
fore the vote. 
'I 
talked  about 
how I was 
a stu-
dent
 and a 
minority




 stand on 
education  
was to me,'' 
Tompkison said. 

























waii and told me 
he











 the fee waiter fund.  As a 
financial  
aid  student himself, the 
senator said 




















is ill be able to present a waiver 
slip to the testing office instead of a 
check. 
Because the 
100W rxdicy is not 
statewide. the California
 State Uni-








Southern said last week. 
Starting this fall, students enrolled 
in the junior level writing workshop
 
(100W) must pass a 
pre-test
 before 
they can attend 
the  class. Adopted 
two 
years  ago, 
the policy
 is meant to 





Students who fail the WST
 may 









 does not 
exempt students
 from the 100W re-







 AP)  Eggs 
laid by 
hens that were fed fish oil re-
duced
 blood pressure and blood fats 





 eggs. didn't raise their 
cholesterol levels, 




Front  page I 






said,  but some 
of them are 
not sending many 
students




 Ten is the 
maximum 












the  event with 
great enthu-
siasm. 



















 is open 
to 
the public, 




floor of the 
Business  Class-
rooms on 
Friday  and Saturday. 
The guest 
speaker  for 
the  occasion 
is Charles 
H.
 (Chuck) House. gen-
eral manager
 of software 
devel-











Technology  and 
holds two 
masters:
 one from Stan-
ford (1964. electrical
 engineering ) 
and one from 
Colorado University 
(1970, 
history  of science). 
House is also a 1985 graduate of 
the Management
 and Strategic Stud-


















































































































 in a recent




that  the one -
block section





Way has no busi-
nesses or residents. 





alongside the old Sunnyvale Ice Pal-
ace 
building, where 
Boitano  took his 
first steps on skates. 
"The city of 
Sunnyvale  has a 
unique opportunity to honor 
Sunny -
vale's Olypic champion in a lasting 
way." Reynolds said in his letter. 
Besides, he said, Boitano is ex-
ceptional enough to 
make it worth 
bending the 
rules.  
No one knows how 
Boitano  feels 
about the proposal.
 He is on tour 
and  
could not he 
reached













































































































































































































"This  will 






















 said a motion
 will be 





He said a heavy
 trial load made 
it 
impossible




 motion in 
time.  
D'Allura,  29, 




















Authorities found a 



















heard  a 

































































SUMMER  MUSIC, Jacz




rock n roll 
chorus  
San Jose City 
College.  288-3785 
01 288-3717 
WE DON 





 We are  church corn.
 
munity that values 
the individual 





 Jose offers creative 
services  
stimulating 
discussion  & °pp. 
!unities  lot
 social 
action  We  are 
located
 at 160 N 3rd SI Join
 us 
Sundays alt I 000r
 call 292-3858 
AUTOMOTIVE  
MERCEDES











'SO SUZUKI 850 Shaft MN paint ch-
rome Comes w 
1 4 sport fairing, 
leather
 bags. complete 
fresh  tune.  
new plates. 
P350  Cell 277.8716 
17 DODGE RAM 
CHARGER. 4 .4, 440 
tog
 . 79.00011 roll her
 53700 bo. 
call Genesi 265-3994 
PC-COM PC-COM PC -COM"  IS
AT XT 
compatibles  and acces-
sories Located at 2515 $ 
King 
Road Call 2361038 Special 6% 
oft for SJSU
 with ID 
IBM XT 
COMPATIBLES
 include Ir. 
home installation, system 
cootie.  
uration
 assistance From $546. 
new & guaranteed Contact Pat at 
258-6598 
FOR  SALE 
B OOKS-TEXTS -MANUALS in 
English
 
Chinese Russian"," Boxes of 
new nearnew 
and used books 
Arch
 & structures- design 
and 
construction Power equipment.  




 texts Power Design 
Engineering review manuals -civil
 
and electricel English tutorial fur 
non-English Tapes 
English  Rus-




 Math and computer 




as lot S150 
151200 value) or by recech
 Wed.. 
day Friday only call 269.3117 
TWIN BED
 w mattress set toot board 
headboard 5250 futon S25 5 pc 
dinette set $75 dresser mirror 
$200 Call Dawn at 971.2663 
MATTRESS SETS' NEW. TWIN 
585 










THE BREAD  ROSES 
BOOKSHOP  is 





e vents labor Black Americans,
 
Chicanos.
 Asia -A  Ica  




activists. Mortiala We also have. 
in English
 Soviet texts in the so -
Pal
 sciences You won I find our 
books, posters and records
 in 
Other
 stores ir the valley 
In addi-
hon we have flction and 
chil 
O ren  books Located at 950 S 
First St San Jo.13 bilis south of 
*280) Call 294.2930 for hours 
(2) 255 VESO 16 TIRES GDYR prbli 
like new
 
5350 cash only aft 5 
bra new tits 84 88 vette 550. 795 
6009 
HELP WANTED 
ADVERTISING  OR BUSINESS MA. 





No experience is 
necessary bul you must be ye. 
professional
 Very high commis. 
sions Call 9644235 
AFTERNOON BABYSITTING at my 
home M.E
 12 30-4 30 for girl 4 
boy 2 yrs 
Women  we child 
OK 
So S J tern. deg call 365-1318 
BANKING   
P 












our  t I 15 AM 
through S 30 PM Monday through
 
Friday 
















 and WEEKENDS 
OFF" Please call 
Rhine Bilceno 
or Kathy 
°owl. from 10 30 to 














 a fun 




 Full time 
Cashiers 
& stockers 
PDO  TA 
NOMA MKT. 









y? Are you able to be at your 
very best 
when
 speaking to 
strangers? Learn these 
skills  and 
earn S 
et the same
 time Cell 1. 
SPM 


















 provide sales & 
man.  
arsernent 
training &  guerenteed 
income when qualified Call 
°livid  
Zacher or 
Dick  Adams at 
37r-
4863 
DATA ENTRY CI ERICAI STUDENT 
ASSISTANT
 temporery summer 
lob 7 
11.8 19 PI 
SS 05 -SS  
SO hr 
30-40
 h. wk. Monday-Frklay 
18
 
00am.5 00pm) Applications 
available




 CAF Bldg Phone 






 PT in 
Minato
 Japanese Rest 
Exp in 
Japanese  Rest 
preferred Call 







 job'. We have day 
& evening 
positions valMble  It
 you know 
your
 way around the 
Valley.  Men 
Ibis
 is the
 job for you 
All you 
need  is your own call
 insurance 
The hours 
are  good but 
the pay & 
bonuses are even 
better  We also 
have openings









Product.  at Horne 
Jewelry 
Toys. Electronics. 







 COOKS, HOST. 
ES& 









workers to join our 
team
 Apply at 
2831 

















business.  scientific and 
political












 PI . Suite 1400 
San  
Antonio,  Tx. 78205
 or call 18001  





businesses  and In.& 






 business. scientific  
and 
political 
conditions  in home coun-




 resume to BCS Intl. 
700 St Marys PI Suite
 1400 San 
Antonio.
 Tx 78205 or 
call 18001  
642.5254 
LIFEGUARDS  Seasonal & year 
round 
positions 
available now Salary 
lifeguards  55 50-6640 
hr
 Pool 




Lifeguards & Swim 
instructors  Sum-
mer
 iobsfull time & part time Al-








15-$5  hr, 
Northern 
California  
Nannies  eh $1 
949-2933 
PART-TIME.
 FULL TIME 
JOBS  avail. 

















hr wh I -Hour
 Photo Depot in 




 $4-$6  hr Flex
 hrs 
Free  pro -
veining Call 3714664 or 356-
13101 (eves & week
 ends) 
PLAY DURING THE DAY.
 Work in the 









 Call now for interview at 
924.1129 





& part time 
in our 
local stores Well 
work
 around 
school schedules but must Save 2 
mornings 







 at 4465636 
SALES EARN A 
BIG  INCOME FT PT 
Water purification PedrIcien Call 
993-3731
 
SALES PT FT 
financial services Ex. 
cellent opportunity
 Send resume 
to P013. 53347 S J 95153 
SCHOOL IS almost out and summer is 
almost here Now is the time  to
 
find 
the perfect summer lob 
You is 
gonna need money to 
reach the beach & we are your 
source a you can talk we hove  
position 
for you We offer great 
pay very 
flexible FT PT 
sched-




working environment For. 
get all of your past telernartmling 
ereperkences
 We have a program 
that everyone empathic.. with 
Corn* loin us and make some 
good money wide helpng to 





consideration  call us 
at







 PT security 
oth 
cers all shifts 
FT
 PT evening 
INVOIS We will train 
Apply in person 
MonFri AAM. 
4PM 260 Meridian 
Ave S J 266  
5990 
SECURITY
 RECEPTION all shifts ft pt 
1548
 hr to 
stem  Full benefits no 
experience needed Apply VAN-
GUARD SECURITY 
3212  Scott 








ing at Varian image Tube Division 
Requires 2 
yrs emparleoce in 
stores ship rec or so
-Mr  plus 
ability 





 driver s li-






 IS UPON 
US' Earn S for your 
summer tun Build your resume
 at 
the 
IMMO time We work Sun-
Thurs evenings 6 309 30 and 
Set afternoon 200-5 CO 3 MUM 
mm  Cell 
924.1129  
SUMMER" PLAY DURING the 
day  & 
work evenings Flexible lob Mal 
pays 15 $10 per hour Sign 
up for 
different  shifts  every we. Close 
to campus must enjoy people' 
Call 924-1129 M-Th 
TEACHER ASST 30 hr eat Work se 
children with 
developmental  be-
hevioral problems Community 





psych  & or students
 °pelvis 




day 124 PM daily Must have ECE 




Appointment  set. 
Ong Part time. $200 WK 
POSSI-





 Afternoon & 
evening shifts available 
Good 
voice & personality Call Jerry at 
996-4526 
THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION 
CENTER and Music Listening 
Room are 
now accepting applff a. 
lions 
Work Study only Contact 
the Student Union Director
 s Of. 
fice
 
THE STUDENT UNION is now accept. 
ing 
applications
 for a date 
entry  
accounting position Worksludy 
is required Summer 
hours also 
available





UP THOSE loose ends'
 E ern extra 
5$ as inventory counters,  kit pull-
ers or stock clerks on 
short term 









stied needed for 
residential  facill 
ties 
for adolescents and 
young  
adults with autism 
& related disa-
bilities
 FT PT positions available
 
early weekday mornings at.
 





56-17  25 hr Call for appli-
cations & Information 
374-6224  
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE
 DIVISION has 




 on swing 
shift.  graveyard & weekend 
shift  
IF 
S.S.M1 9AM to 7 30 PM) Phys 
ice,  electronic or mechanical 












We necessary Call  the Insider at 
436-4900  & ask tor David F 
Su-
san 
WE RE BUSY 
AND WE d like to keep 
you busy too, We need
 your ex-
cellent




 wpm and 
Macintosh  word 
processing"
 lot the desire to 
learn) Adie offers








holidays  and more Cali us' 
(415) 941-7100 Mtn 
View 
EOE NO FEE 
..15,01113
 FUY--TIME
 or, par11929..99._ 
campus marketing products for 
Fortune 500 
Companies  545-5100 





basic  math 
Good communication skills 
Photo tap  plus not 
required  
Contact  Marl, at 298-2255 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE  2 BEDROOM I BATH" 
Carport
 
walk to campus no pets 




CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1 bedroom 
1 
bath off street 











SJSU on E San Fernando
 very 
cornmodius  inci lull basement 
kitchen etc Call 
1166-0646  at-
ternoon
 & ev. 
MALE
 STUDENTS
 Christen Horne 
Large clean sleeping ors Pith 
priv 2 blks I'm 
campus Avail 




singles  617 5
 6th
 St San Jose 
RENT TO OWN 
For Sale-2 EkIrm 2  
bth doublewide
 mobilehorne 5 
Star Park 
Ali  appliances pool ia 
cuze
 Story Road & McLaughlin  
S39 500 Relocating Please 
call 
today 296-7390 
3 BORN,  2 13TH BD 20TH APT 
avail 5-1-88 2 bike 
frm  SJSU 50 
011

















WANTED HAIR removed forever 
Contidentisl 335 5 Beywood 
Ave San 














JOSTENS RING DAYS Last
 chance to 
save 520 140 $80 on  class ring 






 HELP ME 1 m 
 disabled
 stu-
dent having financial 
problems 
God Bless you all J J ADAMS 
51A S Ph 









 project II you 
hew had low back pain 
to.
 more 
than 6 months 
end are 20-55 







 14081  
244-8907 
reetenslon  401 
BARE IT ALL' Stop shoving waving,  
t preecIng or using chemical dep. 
toe. Let me permanently
 re-
move your unwanted heir (chin 
bikini tummy
 moustache Mc) 
15% discount to students and lac 
Lilly Call before
 May 31 1988 and 
got your 
first appl II I 2 price 
Unwanted Halt Easeppears With 
My Care OM. Chelgren RE 
5594500, 1645 S Bascom C 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
ELECTROLYSIS' Professional HAIR 





about the special 
discount tor Spring 
Complimen  
tary consulatIon by appointment 
Call 296-0931" 
EYECARE
 AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR 
Frame and lenses from
 $37' Dr 
Christopher Cabrer OS Quality 
and last service 
al extremely low 





contact lense service for family 
Fashion 
hence and sunglasses 
by the leading designers
 Super 
thin lenses tor high power Re 
Open 7 day a week Insurance 
and Medical are warmly wel-
comed SJSU students & staff al-
ways have 10% oft Call for appt 
now"  405 E Santa Clara St at 
Sth
 
call 995-0488 We 
speak VIel-
namese.  Spanish & Chinese 
LEARN HOW 
Ti)
 EARN MONEY My 
assistance maken
 steady income 
possible Easy method starts you 







LEADS  WAY yr appetite 
control-no Oodles pills, shots or? 
Wear Le Patch  anywhere on 
you safely. FDA -OK Meters  




at 279-3774.  





solved tutoring by phone al any 
level Sessions 
1110 1 hour Call 
(415)796-8497 
NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL
 or to con-
solidate high interest credit 
cards? Let Washington
 Square 
Federal Credit Union help with an 
unsecured 
loan
 at 13 95%. se-
cured loans and cds also avail. 
able Call 947.727301
 drop by the 
office at 8th & San Salvador 
PHOTOGRAPHIC  MEMORIES' Let me 
capture
 your wedding TOMOrlent 
with quality photos tor less" Bud. 
gel and deluxe 
packages from 
$299 You keep the negatives Call 
Cherie et 274-809$ 







 vie got the party we ye got 
the music, Michel Productions 




for your wedding. party or 
dance 
at reasonable rates Call Desiree 
or 
Phil
 at 249-2820 or 922-7359 
WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES 







ing Catalog Berkeley 11151841 -
YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED 
by a professional
 high quality, 
budget price tree to
-damnation
 




AAAAAAliiii YOU FINALLY FOUND it  -
an experienced affordable pro.
 
leseional typist' Al 90 words a 
minute!
 can melte all your paper  
look and BE their best in no time 
at all' 
Hrly rates Student dis-
count P.0  delivery 
Avail 








 In typing lhal  tops 
Trust




pope  double spaced 
Available seven days weekly 
Quick 
turnaround All work guar. 
ante. 
Thanks  
A At SECRETARY with 
computer  
Close lo school
 Avoilabie nighl 
and day 
Rush jobs aro my 
spec,  
silty 








APA format, term papers theses 
resume  & cover letters I look 
forward
 to serving your typing 





 pm Jane 251-
5942 





 gcar.nt.ed Academic 






 storage Reasonable 
We re fast dependable grammar,
 
wise college grads So call us 
'OM papers 
reports MONS les. 
peCielly science) etc at 251-0449 
ACADEMIC TYPING WORD PROCE-
MESSING Thesis work a ape 
Patty Eeperience counts' Group 
papers welcome Standard 8 
rff 
crocassette transcription  Free 






















































































































WE CAN RAI5E 
A 









































WA  A MINtiff tu esuy5 
tITI













































  WE COULD rESI-Ene 
Same THEY 
TrmE  Ttir 
CLASS 
Tr, SCE 













WIRT If 50NECNE 
P15550.5  
THE whNER 











































DENT DISCOUNT 17 years empe 








corned 10 yeats typing word 
pro  
ceasing eeperience
 Lefler quality 
printing Very compehtive rates 
Students receive a 
discount with 
ID Access







 disk storage free 
pick  
up & 
delivery  Call 270-8936
 
CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush' 
Reserve now for 
your
 term a.. 
pers. group projects theses. etc 
Professional
 word processing,  
tree
 di. storage Quick relurn all
 
work 
quitrent*.  Cassette tran 
scription availeble Almaden 
Brenham 







 reeperti. Top 






manuscripts  reports  re-
sumes term papers theses We 





 Laser printing or printing 
from your disk Special discount 
for faculty and students Call 
Printy.
 s WORDWORKS et 14081  
253-WORD or 
253-WORK 
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING 







 10010.1 ttan 
...ion  Free SPELCHEK copy 











Term papers SI 75 p dbi sp and 
proofed Small 
business  letters 
mailing lists flyers newsletters 
Instructor projects welcome 
Quality 
guaranteed  On campus 





 (leave message) 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  for your 
cedemic
 business legal 
word  
processing  needs
 Term papers 
reports resumes letters group 
prowls 




 formats A 
APA  Free 
disk storage 








quick  & dependable worry 
free  service at its best 
with  AF 
FORDABLE
 RATES call PAM at 
2474681 (Santa Clara) STUDENT 
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS' 
GOOD TYPIST" Reasonable rates 
Call Eva at 2556285 or 272 5033 
Will 
pecked  and 
deliver
 
LASERJET OUTPUT Years 
or Impenl 
once




SpecialicIng in word perfect end 
word 
Call PJ al 923-2309 
LUCID 
EDITORIAL  SERVICE Typing 
writing assistance 
editing  typing 
of reports 
theses
 etc Laser 
printer 
Affordable  accurate de. 
pendable Only I? minutes horn 
campus Pickup available Sally el 
251-4445
 
PROFESSIONAL WORD PRO, 
CESSiNG" 12 years s.reterial 
experience  No job too large or 
too pnall 
Rate  Student 
$12











 TYPING WRITING 
Bay 
areas
  1 service 1) years 
ape  
rience Career Consultetions 
Seminars All job   Career 
Center,  243-4070 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE   Proles 





Fast.  reesonabie 
 nem the 
university Call 292.4047 
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL"
 We take 
Your
 draft sit 6 
type you pony a 
get  down laser output & 
spell 
proofed 
Call Dural Pubs at 
945-
3941
 977-7999 beeper 
TYPING" 
REASONABLE  RATES"  
Cell PATTI at 
14061  2465633 
Santa Clara area 
TYPING Term 
papers













 footnotes a snap on my 
word processor Special student 





tars resumes manuscripts. 
legal 
Editing available Have two de 
gr.s




AREA"  15 ie. emperience
 Chew 
and fast' SI 25 per page ClOuble 
spaced SI 
75
 per page singe 
space Call 879-9254 
Ad 
Rates  








































































































Print Your Ad Here 
ICount approxanately 30 
letters and spaces for each /kW
 
LL 










I I 1_1_1_ 
111
 1 



















































































Harry Kanji Abe 












Brian A. Arnold 
Michele




Joseph M. Beaulieu 
Joanne Christine Beebe 
Kristi
 L. Bell 
Alison Bennett 
Shelley Susan Betz 
Steven D. Black 
Bridgette Ann Blahut 
Teresa Dawn Blanton 
Lisa Margaret Bledsoe 
Darrel A. Block 
Gregory A. Bogle 
Amy 
Jenean Bollinger 







Anna L. Brown 
Colette M. 
Brown 
Kathleen M. Buckley 
Pamela Burkett 
Michael


















Linda Helmick Clark 
Tiffani
 Rae Clarke 
Lu Ann Clarkson 
Karen A. Cobb 
Bob Cochran 
Kristen Lee Coles 
Charles Casey
 Colton 
Leigh Ann Cool 
Arthur F. Coombs III 
The Honor 
Society  of Phi 
Kappa Phi 





 through the 
efforts 





 start, its 
primary  
objective






 all fields 
of
 study, with 
good 
character









love  of wisdom rule 
mankind"  is the motto of the 
Society. At the national
 level the Society has 
two major activities which
 supple-
ment the work of the chapters. One is the 










 other is 
awarding  
fellowships for first
-year  graudate study. This 
year 50 fellowships in the 
amount of S6,000 each 

















May 4, 1988 
Congratulations 
to the following San Jose State 
University  
faculty, 
































































Susan Shih-En Fu 
Kate Halloran Gee 





Karen Le Ann Godard 




Elisa R. Goti 
Gab o G. Grau 
Rachel 
M. Greenburg 
Thomas Anthony Gruber 
Kristi 
Kay  Hagen 
Christian
 H. Hahn 
Marilyn G. Handley 
Jane Margaret Hanley 
Kathleen F. 
Hansell  
Susan L. Hansen 





Susan T. Heers 
Carol A. 
Helfrick  
Cindy Railing Henry 
Irma De La Paz Hernandez 
Sharon R. 
Hertle 
Donna Jean Hurse 
James William Hurt 
Barbara 
Jo Irribarren 
















Division of Technology 
Marshall J. Burak   
School 
of Business 
Kathleen  Cohen   
Art  
Robert A. Hicks   
Psychology  
Jerry









James A. Lima 


































Corine  L. Jue 









Marie  Kegle 






Rodney  Knowles 
Yuk Jenny 
Koo  
Laura L. Kothe 










Peter C. Lee 
Philip Letts 
Leung, Amy Wing -Yon 
Diana Y.K. Leung 
Connie 
Lindstrom 
Teri Ann Little 
Judy Yi-Chun Liu 
Karen J. Lowe 
Hi. C. Luttmers 
Patrick B. 
Malahy 




Deborah A. Mannia 
Mariaclaret M. Mapalad 
Kathryn A. Marker 
Elise C. Matsuyama 
Susan Marie Hunt McArthur 
Patricia McDonald 
Karen McGuf fey 
Janet M. McNally 
Deborah A. Meade 
Kelie M. Midkiff 
Deborah Lee 
Miller 
Anne K. Milliken 
Joungki Min 
Lindsey Diane Mitobe 
Joanne Saso Moore 
Jennifer Joan Mosby 
Margaret A. Mosher 





Kara Marie Myers 
Carol E. Nanamura 
Joyce H. Nashiro 
FACULTY  AND 
STAFF  
ELECTED  




































Catherine  Vivian Pezzani 
Melissa 
Kim -Lien Pham 
Taimi M. 
Price 
Margaret Ann Pritt 




 Natasha Rashid 
Ralph Wayne Reader 
Jayne





























-Louise  Sena 
Katrina Lynn Setterlund 
Rupen J. Shah 
Meihui Shi 
Sarah W. Shim 
Scott 
A. Shuford 









Hurst  Slafkosky 
Pamela A. 
Smith  
Pat S. Smith 
Nancy P. Snideman 
Denny 
Auchard   School of Education 
Sheila  Bienenfeld   
Psychology 
Robert
 Bornstein   
Meteorology
 
Marjorie Craig   
Counseling  Services 
Ismael 
Dicppa   School of Social
 Work 
Nancie L. Fimbel . Marketing/Quantitative
 Analysis 
Ruth A. Halter   
Library 
Christian Jochim  Religious  Studies 
Irene T. Miura   Child 
Development
 
John E. Morlan .... Educational Leadership & Dvmt. 
Gabriele L. Rico   
English
 
Helen S. Ross   Health  Science 
David E. Smith .. Marketing/Quantitative Analysis 
Frederick
 Spratt   Art  
K. Srce 
Harsha   Materials 
Engineering  








Robin W. Spring 
Robert E. Stecker 
Kristina M. Stejskal 
Aaron Stelzer 
Lamarr Stevenson 
Judith A. Stoeber 
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and sounds. Listen for the steadiness
 of 
the engine's sounds and cabin
 noise. 
Open
 the windows to hear 
any unusual 
sounds 






ments to check the 
car's  handling and 
smoothness 
of
 ride (suspension sys-
tem, 
braking,  and steering). 
Make sure you're comfortable be-
hind the wheel. Can you reach hand 
and foot controls without stretching?
 
Is your head too close to the roof or 
windshield? Is your vision obscured 
by the dashboard or 
headrests? Can 
you sit 
comfortably  without hunching 
forward or 
cramping your legs? 
(Check the back seats too.) 
When you return the car, assess the 
dealership by asking these questions: 
 








clean  and 
orderly? 
 Are loaner cars available if your 
car is 





ready  to make a deal, 
you'll be faced 
with  a range of op-
tionsfrom performance and
 safety 
options to luxury, 
appearance, and 
entertainment  options. If you can't af-
ford





 you should not 
sacrifice are 
the performance and safety
 features. 
These featuresa more powerful en-
gine, better steering and
 braking, safe-
ty gear,  and internally wired 
security  
systemsare 
hard to add at a later 
date. They can save your lifeand
 
help you reduce your 
insurance  costs. 
You can 
always
 add upgrades, such 
as deluxe wheel covers
 and a better ste-
reo, later. When you
 purchase extras, 
your main concern
 should be your 
ability to finance 






 power do 
you have? 
Usually,  you can negotiate 
between
 10 percent and 20 percent off 
the sticker price. 
But a lot depends on 
timing. Pick your 
time carefully. 
Month -ends are often
 slow sales times, 
and dealers will be 
more  open to nego-
tiating. According to Auto Week mag-
azine,
 any time you read that dealer in-
ventories exceed 50 to 60 days, you're 








you get an 
extended  war-
ranty or service 
contract?  Base your
 
choice




 most factory 
warranties are 
fairly comprehen-
sive. Even if 
you don't know a 
wheel bearing from 
a widget, check 
the name of 
each
 item under origi-
nal warranty against the
 coverage 
list 
for the extended plan. In this 
way, you can 
begin to identify 
which systems of the car would 
be
 
gaining additional protection 
under  
an extended warranty. 
If you're the type of 
person  who 
intends to keep the car longer than 
the period of the factory warranty 
or if you put on a lot of miles each 
year, extended plans make espe-
cially good sense. Consider that as a 
car ages, it tends to require more 
serviceof the expensive variety 
(transmissions, valves, etc.). 
With a good extended plan, you 
are actually insuring against unex-
pected major repair costs that you 
may not be able to afford at the 
time they occur. 
Here are some negotiating tips to 
follow: 
 Don't talk about 
financing
 until 
the price is settled. Your
 means of pay-
ment can influence the
 price you pay. 
 Be prepared to 
wait for the car you 
really 
want.  Chances are the 
dealer 
can  swap with another 
local dealer 
who has your 
choice








 get a higher price





























 the deal. If  
anything  is wrong, 
point  it out to the dealer 








 for a loan is 
just
 as impor-
tant as shopping for 
your car. Talk to 
at least 
three financing sources, 
in-
cluding the dealer,
 a bank, a savings 
and loan, and
 a credit union. Com-
pare the 
Annual
 Percentage Rates 
(APR) and the 
lengths  of the loans. 
Interest on car 
payments  is figured 
differently from the 
simple  interest 
compounded on 
your  savings ac-
counts or 
student
 loans. Obviously, 
the
 shorter the term and the lower the
 
rate, the less you will pay overall. But, 
you can lower your monthly 
payments 
by increasing the term, or reduce your 




Unless you are an accounting ma-
jor, have 
your
 lender prepare 
a chart, 
such as the one below, that clearly 
shows 
your  options. 
Buying 
a new car is a major invest-
ment. 
When 
you've  taken 
the  rime and 
effort to 
ensure  getting a good deal, 
you can be 
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LeMarts' distinctive exterior design
 is 
more than aerodynamic, it allows 
plenty of interior 








Inside,  reclining front bucket seats, 
twill cloth upholstery,
 an electric rear 
window defogger and plenty of 
storage
 
area are all standard 
Peace of mind
 is also standard, thanks 
to a 6-yr./60,000-mile powertrain 
warranty.  See your Pontiac 
dealer
 for 
the  terms and 
conditions
 of this limited 
warranty. 
A 1.6 liter fuel -injected, overhead cam 
engine and 4 -speed transmission pro-
vide crisp and dependable performance. 
Mai Pherson front struts and torsion
 
beam rear 
suspension  are tuned for 
sure  handling and a smooth, respon-
sive road feel. 
The grippy all-weather 
radials are standard 
/1V.464ret 
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proud  owner of a new 
car, 
you'll agree that it 
makes  good sense 




To keep your car 
in good condition 
and under







 Read the owner's 
manual  carefully, 
and keep it in the 







and tire pressures. 
 
Locate  all the routine maintenance 
points, such 
as windshield fluid 
contain-
ers,  coolant tank, oil 
dipstick,  transmis-
sion oil dipstick, 
radiator,  air filter, pow-
er steering fluid dipstick, 




 tire and jack. 
Become 
familiar










 with spray 
stain repellent
 if you haven't 
had  this 
done 




















 is keeping 
it looking 
good. A well -cared -for
 car lasts longer 
and has a higher
 resale value. 
It's 
important
 to wash your
 car fre-
quently with mild soap 
and  warm or cool 
water. lithe 
paint  job is less than six 
months old, 
don't wash or was 
the car 
excessively. It takes 
time  for paint to cure 
properly. If you're going to wax, try us-
ing a pre-wax cleaner. Always wash or 
wax your
 car in the shade. Direct sunlight 
can be damaging to your car's finish. 
For the best 
protection  and appear-
ance,
 use one 





give  a good shine 
and may 
be easier to work with, but they don't 
protect
 the finish as well or for as long. 
When waxing, follow the directions on 




Routine maintenance, washing, and 
waxing  
are  the best ways to keep 
your
 car 
looking and driving its best! 
Protecting Your Car against Theft 
"More than I million
 vehicles are 
stolen every 
year
 by hardened 
pro-
fessionals 
who  can take a car
 in less 
than a 
minute with 
tools  that cost 
less
 than 40 







 of Safe 
and  Sane. 
How can 
you protect






are buying security devices for their 
cars that range in price from less 
than $100  to more than $1,000. 
Insurance savings is an 
added in-
centive for installing an antitheft 
device. Some states require insurers 
to give 
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 graduates! At 
GMAC we believe you deserve 
credit for all that hard work. 
That's why we developed the 
GMAC College Graduate Finance 
Program. It helps get you into 
the 
Chevrolet.  Pontiac. Oldsmobile,  
Buick. 
Cadillac
 or GMC Truck of 
your choice. 
It gets you going on 
a credit history. And it gets you 
$400
 plus a 90 -day deferment
 
of start of 
payments.
 Finance charges accrue from 
the date of 
purchase.  
GMAC is proud to support America's college 





 General Motors Dealer 
for more information. And 
start picking out the car, 
van  or light truck of your choice. Or we'd be 
happy  
to send you a 
brochure  that gives you all the details 








'This deferral of payment option is not 
available  111k0fInelt.on with 
other CMAC 
programs
 or or MK Ngan or nennsylvans.i. or on vehicles
 with 




















































































































































































 of the "credit
 cul-
ture." Are 
you  paying off 
a 
























These days a history
 of wise credit 
use is 
your  consumer 
"ID  card." 
Credit gives you 
flexibility.  It can let 
you borrow a bit of 
money  from your 
future to buy something
 you really 
need today. Why 
sleep  on the floor in 
your first apartment
 when you can 
buy a 
bed  "on time" (making monthly 
payments
 for an established period 
of 
time until the item is 
paid
 off)? Be-
cause personal income tends to rise 
quickly during the 
"roaring 20s," 
creditors are eager
 to attract the busi-
ness of young consumers.
 Think of all 
the things you 
may need or want in the 
next 10 years: cars, furniture, work-
ing -world
 wardrobes, dinners on the 





 you be able to pay the 
bills? 
Upbeats
 and Downbeats: 




let's get it now! Is there a flip side? It's 
easy to get creditbut it's easy 
to get 
in trouble 
with  it too. 
Keep these pointers in mind: 
ONE: Credit isn't more money. It's 
a convenience that allows you to use 
future income to pay for current pur-




 what you earn. 
TWO: Credit isn't free. You pay for 
the 
privilege  of borrowing money. Fi-
nance charges can add up to a 
sizable  
amount fast. 
It's easy to let your expectations run 
away with you. Here are some reason-
able rules to follow: 
 
Be cautious at first, especially if 
you've just started a new job, or have 
a fluctuating income. 
  Shop around for interest 
rates. 




rates. Comparison-shop for the best 
rates. 
 Hold on to your credit receipts; 
carry them in 
your wallet, or keep a 
running list of the month's charges in 
your checkbook. Remind yourself 
that some of the money
 in your ac-
count is 
already
 spoken for, and you'll 
be less likely to spend it before the 
charge bills 
come  through. 
 Limit your initial short-term
 debt 
(retail accounts, installment loans
everything but a mortgage) to 
no more 
than
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pay. For 
most
 of us, credit debts
 
above that level spell 
T -R -O -U -B -L -E. 
In the 
Beginning... 
Building a Credit History 
Start small. 
Building a credit history takes time 
and patiencebut, contrary to some 
popular money myths, it's relatively 
easy to get first-time
 credit. 








 They allow you to show you 
can handle 
money  responsibly and 
they 
will score points on credit appli-
cations.
 
 Open one or two charge accounts 
at local department stores and pay
 
your bills on time.
 You can use the 
stores as credit references after about
 
three months. 
 Use your car or the money in your 
savings 
account  as collateral for a 
small 
loan.  You are developing a good
 
credit history by paying the 
loan
 off 
according to the terms of the 
contract. 
 If you don't have assets 
to use as 
collateral, ask a 
parent or adult friend 
(somebody
 with a good credit 
rating) 
to 
cosign  your loan 
application.  
 Apply for a 
gasoline credit card. 
Like retail cards, 
they're relatively 
easy to get. 
Once you've built
 a credit rating, 
keep it clean! 









payments  you 
can't afford. 
And if you get into
 trouble? Bite the 
bullet: Call or 
write  your creditors if 
you're  sending a "short" 
payment 
this  month. (It's better to send partial 
payments to all 
creditors  than to pay 
some and not others.)
 
"There's no question that people 
would rather discuss their sex lives 
than 
their financial situation when 
they're in a bind," one credit expert 
told The Wall 
Street
 Journal. "But it 
gives you an enormous edge if you 
contact your creditors
 before they 
have to pressure you." 
In Control: 
Be a Credit to Yourself! 
Going out into the "real world" is 
something to celebrate. But the oppor-
tunities and privileges of adult life also 
include responsibilities. 
Coping with adult credit means
 cop-
ing with yourself: learning how to tell 
wants from needs, sidestepping emo-
tional spending, finding 
ways
 to sepa-
rate who you are from what you own. 
You are the key to your own credit 
success. Can you keep credit spending 
to no more than 15 percent of your 
take-home 
income?
 Will you be able 
to resist overspending
 when your 
friends 
start  buying original artwork 
and imported
 cheeses? 




and ease your way to a com-
fortable future. And 




























do you do? 
Simple. Apply to Citibank 
Because we make it easy for students. 
And if you 
turn
 the page, you'll find out 
why.  
Select 
One:  0 
Citibank MasterCard* or D 
Citibank  
Visa® 
Please use ballpoint pen 
PLEASE
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Nylend 27155-0002  
Why it's easy for students
 to get 
a Citibank credit card. 
As a student,






grueling  exams,  
numerous  papers. 
And Citibank thinks you deserve credit for 
all  that. 
That  





You don't even need your parents to 
co-sign.





All you need is a photocopy of your validated 
student













 will give 
you  a head start 
estab-
lishing credit. And because we'd like a long-term 
relationship
 
with  you, we'll 
review
 your account 
periodically
 so we can increase your credit line.
 
What's 
more, as a Citibank cardmember,
 you can 
get cash 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. From the 
largest network of automatic teller machines across 
the country. 







remember,  even though most 
banks  are 
looking  for 
reasons






 (Use the 
perforations,  
they make life easier.) 
CI Fill it 
in. 
IA Photocopy (both sides) of your validated 
student ID with current enrollment sticker. 




the  envelope, 






One Citicorp Drive 
Hagerstown, Maryland 21748-0002 
CITIBAN<0
 













Seal  the envelope. 
Put  a stamp on it 
Mail it. 
, 
Remember,  good 
things  come to those


















Membership_  Fee 
$20 









 a grace period 
or  tree 
Fees and 
Fees 
Other  Charges 
ride" period of 









. Iver the limit Fee NOfW 














not pay your new balance in 
full 
by









 Charge 50C for
 each 
ment due date,
 you will be assessed a finance charge 
on the then 
outstanding
 balance and




not less than 
$2 or 
'sum




in which a finance 
harge  
based on a periodic rate,
 
ii, 
chases from the date 
such
 purchases are posted to more than $10 If taker, 
:5 days
 after
 pay nayable Collection Fees Lawyers 








lees plus court costs 
or
 any other 
assessed from the day you take
 the cash advance 





 in full 
Machine.
 $1 75 lees
 as allowed
 by law 
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 may have a 
higher  credit rating
 than you 
think.
 More and 







that  may actually 
give
 you points for 
being  under 25or 
living at home with 
your 
parents!  
How do you score on 






your credit profile 
try
 answering
 the nine questions below 
in Tablet. Circle the one 
response  that applies 
to you, and 
then  find your total score by 
adding
 up he points you got for each
 response. The points are found
 in 
the lower right-hand corner
 of each box. (For example: if you
 are under 25 years old, you gel 12 
points.) Once 
you've totaled your score, look 
at Table 210 find out how good 














































or more 0  
monthly 
none less than 
$160-199 
auto









housing  lives with less than 5250-550 more than 







checking hot h 
and savings 15 
accounts? 
checking ,I, 







































 using this 
scoring table 
selects  a cutoff 
point from a 
table  like this, 
which gauges 
how likely 





of St er.1 1 °lent 
90  
89
 in 100 
95  
91 in 100 
pp  
92 in 100 
05  
93 in 100 
10  






 in 100 
25
  
96 in 100 
30  











A ccording to federal
 law, you 
have  the right to know 
what 
you're
 getting into when 
you  use 
credit. 
The  Truth in Lending Act 
re-
quires 
creditors to give 
you a dis-
closure 
statement detailing the 
terms
 of the credit
 agreement. 





the total amount financed 
 the finance charge as an Annual 
Percentage  Rate (APR) -18 
per-
cent,  for example 
 




 on payments: num-




 a rundown of any other fees or 
charges  (late payment, insurance, 
etc.) 
If the credit 
agreement involves 
merchandise  bought on time, credi-
tors are also required to provide: 
 a description of the merchandise 
 the cash price 
 the "deferred payment"
 price 
(price plus total interest) 
 the
 
amount  of any 
down pay-
ment and/or trade-in 
What about credit cards? If cards 
are lost 
or stolen, you have an obli-
gation to contact the creditor im-
mediately. If 
possible,  phone and 
then follow up with a letter. 
In most cases, a quick call 
means  
you are not responsible for 
the bills 
somebody  else has run up on your 
card. Under some conditions, you 
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Is your PC 
plain  vanilla while you 
long for a banana split? Have you 
be-
gun to take another look
 at your hard-
orking,
 faithful, original equipment 
and wondered whether or not its time 
to add on and/or upgrade






 of money. 
In a quest for 
increased  memory, do 
you simply 
need
 to add 64K's worth
 of 
inexpensive
 memory, or 









 on takes a little 
thought. 
First, you need to sit down and 
ana-
lyze your specific  needs. Exactly how 
are you going to use your computer? 
Does word processing
 comprise more 
than 90 percent of what you do, or do 
you now need a color/graphics 
monitor to 
create  dazzling graphics 
for art class, draw blueprints for your 
architecture 
course, or even tap into 
information  resources other than 
those which I he campus 
librar) can 
supply? 
Memory: How Much Is 
Enough?
 
Most PCs come with 
between
 64K 
and 640K of memory, which can be 
significantly increased without having 
to buy a whole new
 machine. If you 
want  to soup up your comput-
er's existing memory, the fastest and 
least 
expensive  way is to add an "ex-
pansion card." Expansion cards often 
provide additional  capabilities,
 in-
cluding an extra serial or parallel port 
(socket) for attaching peripherals
such as modems, printers, and joy-
sticksto your system unit. Before 
purchasing expansion
 cards, however, 
check to see if your computer has emp-
ty slots.
 
The backbone of your computer
 is, 
of course, its system board (also 
known as the 
"mother  board"); 
and 
the second
 way to boost 
your 
PC's 
IlLUSTRATION MY RICHARD PACNEEL 
V 
"A 
ttaching  a modem to 
your PC 
can 
cost as little as 




even social horizons 
considerablyafter
 all, some data





 buy a new 
system  board 
altogether:
















Modems (short for 
modulator  
demodulator, 
phew!)  are little paper-
back
-book -sized bundles of circuits 
that  allow computers to "talk" to 
each other via telephone
 lines. With a 
modem,  you can buy access to all the 
business, scientific,
 educational, and 
other data bases 
available out there; 
without it, 
you're computing in splen-
did isolationnot all bad if 
all  you 
need to do is 
revise
 that term paper 
and correct the spelling on your chem-
istry  homework: Still, attaching a 
mo-
dem to your PC can 
cost  as little as 
8100, 
and  widen your academic and 
es en social horizons considerably
after 




 an RS -232C 
serial port; that is, a socket at the back 
of the system unit into which a stan-
dard serial -type cable can be plugged. 
Be sure that your  modem supports 
both the 300- and 1200 -Baud data 
transmission rates. (A 
"Baud" re-
flects the number of electronic im-
pulses, or bits, that can be sent or re-
ceived per second.) Be even more sure 
that your PC doesn't already have a 
modem built into it, since
 many do. 




 contain processors that can be 
instructed to 
perform  preset, timed, 
dial 
and  redial operations 
at
 low traf-
fic hours, even when you're asleep. 
One Floppy Drive, 
or
 Two? 
Will your PC support the 
addition 
of a second
 floppy diskette drive? In 
other words, 
is there an available slot 
in your system unit, or 
an available 
port for 
attaching  an external one? A 
second
 floppy diskette 
drive 
provides 
greater flexibility and increased 
stor-









Well, no, it's not exactly a type-
writer (can your typewriter 
auto-
matically
 count the number of 
words you've written on any given 
2500-word essay?), but
 it isn't ex-
actly a PC eitherdo you know 
any computers with their printers 
built right in? 
Personal 
writers
 look like PCs 
and, as far as word processing goes, 
act like PCsthey're even 
con-
trolled by 
semiconductor  chips and 
utilize floppy disks that can store 
up to 140 pages of textbut they
 
really 
aren't  PCs. 
Introduced to the market more 
than a year ago, personal 
writers
 
come complete with keyboards, 
video displays, spelling checkers, 
features that allow you to move, 
edit, and rearrange whole blocks of 
text at a time. They'll even print out 
endless numbers of copies of what-
ever information they've been fed. 
What  won't they do? 
Number
 crunching. Communi-
cating with other computers. Pro-
gramming. They can't prepare your 
income tax. They won't keep an in-
ventory control of your loaned -out 
rock tapes. 
Still, they're easy
 to use. You 
don't need to learn anybody's spe-
cial software commands to come up 
with a neatly 
organized,  correctly 
spelled, tidy term paper (with an ex-
tra copy to send home to Mom to 
show her how hard you're work-
ing). Operating instructions 
are 
simple. You can even change type-
faces
 if you want. 






 these in-between 
machines become more popular.
 
There are 20- to 40 -megabyte hard 
disks and "hard cards" that can be in-




 is approximately 
equal to a million characters' worth of 
space.) This will give you more than 
120 times the storage 
of an ordinary 
diskette, but this
 can pose increased
 
demands
 in time and money for 









 PC -users find that 
expanding their systems to include two 
diskette drives and a hard disk/drive 
meets all their storage 
needs.  
Daisies,





Of course, your 
PC has a compan-
ion printer,
 probably a dot matrix one 
that 
forms characters by 
imprinting 
clusters of dots 
on
 the paper. Clearly, 
the 
greater  the number of pins to make 
the 
dots, the better
-quality  the re-
sultand nine -pin 
printers  are rapidly 
giving way to 
24
-pin printers. Dot ma-
trix 
printers
 are relatively fast, and 
are 








they're slow and expensive, 
considering their limitations (the most 
minimal graphics capabilities). With 
the advent of more 
advanced  printer 
technology, they have
 been steadily 
losing
 popularity. 
Laser printers, certainly the most 
flexible and highest
-quality
 of all the 
printers on the 
market,  are also the 
most expensive.
 You might consider
 
renting one for such state 
occasions  as 
master's theses and 
resumi prepara-
tions. 
As you can sec, 
adding on to what 
you've 
got  can provide the biggest 
challenge since you 
unpacked  and 
plugged in that plain 
vanilla PC of 
yours. But 
if you need it and can
 af-
ford it, go for the banana split
 with 
cherries
 on top! 
0 
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Festiva proves that small also can
 be roomy. Only 
140.5 inches long, it has as much room inside as 
some cars almost 2 feet longer. And it's equipped 
with power 
front disc brakes, rack-and-pinion 






For the cost-conscious who want 
quality,  
reliability, 
and  fuel economy, this three -door 
hatchback offers these features: 
 Stainless steel 
exhaust
 system to help 
reduce operating costs 
 Dual braking system with front disc 
brakes and rear self-adjusting drums 





 on its 
reputation  for 
reliability,  the 
1988 
Corolla 


















 its fuel 
efficiency.  
Pontiac Sunbird GT 
Is your style spirited and sporty? This exciting 
turbocharged coupe combines
 crisp handling with 
spirited performance. Look for these standard 
features: 
 Split folding rear seat 
 
Five-speed manual transaxle 









 with you 
in mind. 
The
 Omni is 


















-belted radial tires 
Mercury Tracer 
iracer Is a 
v,e11-equipped,
 aerodynamically designed 
subcompact, 
featuring
 flush headlights, 
taillights  
and wraparound bumpers. Inside, 
the driver's seat 
has
 a special lumbar 
support
 and a two-way lifter,
 
while the rear seats





Tercel offers first-time buyers increased 
performance with high fuel economy. 
Standard features include: 
 Rack-and-pinion
 steering 
 MacPherson struts 
 Halogen 
headlamps  




















































 the Sun 
Summer 
break is almost here and 
you're ready to hit the beach, jog 
down the coast, or just stroll 
beneath 
the blue sky. But while you're basking 
in the warm rays, be sure to protect 
your eyes and
 skin. 
Shades for Protection Plus 
Sunglasses serve two purposes: they 
give you the look you 
want, and they 
protect your eyes from harmful rays. 
Almost everyone is wearing sun-
glasses: more than 
190  million pairs of 
sunglasses were purchased in the U.S. 
in 1987, and there are 
only
 230 million 
people 
in
 the whole country! It's a SI 
billion industry with a variety of styles 
that's astoundingyou
 can buy a pair 
to match your clothing, to wear at the 
beach, for driving, or for strolling 
around. 
No matter what your 
reason for 
choosing sunglasses, check the quality 




 are perfectly matched in 
color and absorption. Lenses should 
screen out from 75 percent to 
90 per-
cent of the available 
sunlight and be 
made of quality impact -resistant glass 
or plastic. Frames should fit comfort-
ably and stay in place; the 
temple
 
pieces should not block side vision. 
To judge the optical quality of a 
pair of sunglasses, try 
this test devel-
oped by the American Optometric As-
sociation: Hold the glasses at arm's 
length and look 
through
 them at a 
straight 
line  in the distance, such as the 
edge of a door. Slowly move the lenses 
across the straight line. If the line dis-
torts, sways, curves, or moves, the 
lenses are not optically 
acceptable  and 
may cause discomfort to the wearer. 
A Healthy Glow 
You've been waiting all year to get 
out in the sun and get a terrific tan. 
Those rays may feel good, but they 
also 
can be harmful to your skin. 
The American Academy of Derma-
tology recommends that everyone 
who is outside and exposed to the sun 
wear a sunscreen of SPF (Sun Protec-
tion Factor) 
15. Check the 
label  when 
you buy suntanning and sunscreening 
products. Usually 15 is 
enough  
protection for the average 
person, but you can get 
protection up to SPF34. 





and although it will 
take longer than if 
you used 
a lower 
screen, you will be 








With your sunglasses  on 
and your sunscreen rubbed in, 
you're ready to catch 
some rays. 
Remember  
not to overdo it 
by staying out too 
long in the sun, 
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and money to spare 
Summer 
vacation
 isn't far away and 
you're thinking 
about doing the 
Grand Tour of 
Europe this summer, 
or maybe basking in the sun on a white 
sand beach. Unless
 your idea of a 
vacation is to travel first class
 all the 
way, there's 
usually
 a way to take a 
vacation and not spend a fortune. 
First, decide where you want to go. 
There are hundreds of exciting, exotic, 
fascinating, and restful places to visit, 
and you have to choose the one that's 
right for you. Travel agents, guide-
books, and experienced travelers can 
be helpful in making your decision. 
Talk to someone whose tastes are 
similar to yours. Or check guidebooks 
and read up on 
places
 that catch your 
interest. Once you've found a place 
that sounds appealing, find out as 
much information as you can. Read 
up on the 
history, climate, culture, 
and attractions. 
Travel agencies can be a useful tool 
in planning a vacation, but like any 
other business,
 they're there to make 
money. The 
best way to get the cheap-
est accommodations
 and airfares is to 
use your own 
resources  as well as your 
travel
 agent's. Comparison 
shop as 
you
 would do with any other pur-
chase. Tell the
 travel agent you want
 
the lowest possible prices
 and work up 
from there, 
adding  the amenities you 
want. You 
might not want to go econ-
omy  class all the 
way,
 but at least 




and can decide 
which  




amenities  are important to you. 
Check into 
package
 deals that in-
clude 
airfare,  accommodations, and 
meals. They can be a good savings 
depending upon where you 
want to 
travel. Pick up 
some guidebooks and 
find out the individual prices of rooms 











 taxes, and other costs are usually 
included in package trips. Count these 
expenses into your total cost.
 
Your personal style 
If 
you're
 interested in a specific type 
of vacationa biking tour or a week 




 as the Sierra 
Club and International Youth 
Hostels. They, along with many other 
organizations and clubs, offer 
trips 
tailored to specific interests or sports. 
Decide if you want time to yourself 
or 
want





 a great opportunity for 
meeting people and being able to do 
exactly what you want. But there's 
also the possibility of 
eating
 alone and 
not has ing 





Cash, check or charge 
Ira% eler's
 
check-, are the safest way 
to carry money because they can be re-

























 exchange money as you 
travel.
 If 
you're going to be 
in just one country, 
it's easier to have your 
traveler's  
checks in the native currency. Also, 
when you exchange money, the 
more 
money you cash, the better your ex-
change
 rate will be. It might
 be wise to 
pool your 
money with your 
traveling  
companions when
 you exchange cur-
rency  to obtain a 
better
 rate. Take 
along $50 to $75 in the 
currency  of the 
first  country you visit if you're travel-
ing out of the
 country. 
Credit cards are also 
a must for 
emergencies or for buying the
 unex-
pected purchase you can't pass up. 
Also, when you charge a purchase, 
you receive the exchange
 rate from the 
financial institution that issued the 
credit 
card. That rate is usually better 
than the one the store will give you. 
Packing it up 
Most  people pack more than they'll 
ever need for a trip. Try to keep lug-
gage down
 to a minimum. Take along 
clothes that don't 
wrinkle  or show 
stains and spots. The layered look is 
great for traveling because you can ad-
just to the changes in temperature dur-
ing the day. And always  take comfort-
able walking shoes along, as well as a 
rain poncho. It's also a good idea to 
have one nice outfit along 
just
 in case 
you want 
to
 splurge and have an even-
ing out on the town. 
Booking your trip 
It 
mere
 booking through 
a dis-
count travel 
package,  make sure you 
get all the details and read the fine 
print. Get everything in writing, in-
cluding the name of the hotel and air-
line, restrictions, refund policy,
 and a 
listing of all the 
features you are enti-
tled to. 
If you're not traveling on a tour, 
make a reservation for your first 
night's stay, especially 
if you're going 
to arrive late or have an overseas 
flight. Tourist information centers 
can help you find 
a room when you ar-
rive if 
you  haven't reserved one in ad-
vance. They usually charge a small 
service fee. 
Colleges and universities sometimes 
rent rooms during the summer months 
for very reasonable rates, but 
call 
ahead for information. 
If you're a member of International 
Youth Hostels, you can obtain a direc-
tory of hostels worldwide 
and stay 
there. Hostels are 
inexpensive and the 







To get your first passport, apply 
in person at a U.S. passport agency, desig-
nated post office, or clerk of court. You will need to complete an applica-
tion form and show proof of citizenship and identity. Use your birth certifi-
cate or naturalization 
papers
 for proof of citizenship, and driver's license or 
other photo ID for identity. 
You will also need two front -view, 2 -inch -by
-2 -inch photographs to ac-
company your application. They can be color or black and white 
photographs, but they should be identical and no more than six months old 




 and it is valid for 10 years. The fee for persons 17 years old and 
under is 
$27
 and the 
passport is valid for five years. 
Some countries also require visas. Contact a 
travel  agency or the consulates 
or embassies of the countries you plan to visit to see if you'll need a visa. Visas 
can take longer
 to obtain than passports, so don't delay in applying for one. 
You will need to 
send
 in your passport and passport -style photos with your 
visa application. Check 
to
 see how many photos you will have to include. 
18 plus
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Be prepared 
The best way to travel is to be pre-
pared.
 Find out as much as you can 
about the place you're visiting, take 
along some emergency cash, keep a list 
of your traveler's check numbers in 
your suitcase as well as on your per-









 you're on 
vacation
 
can be a great convenience.
 Almost 
all rental car 
companies require a 
major 
credit card in your own name 
and 
that you be at least 18 
years old 
in order to rent a 
car. Once you've 
determined
 that you 
qualify,  start 
checking
 out prices. 
Many discount 
rates are avail-
able. If you're a member of a motor 
club, you may qualify for a dis-
count
 rate. Also, find out if one of 
your parents receives a corporate 
rate from an employer or belongs to 
an organization that qualifies for a 
discount. But 
make  sure that these 
discounts are the lowest 
rates avail-
able to you. Sometimes the car rent-
al company offers a 
special  rate 
that's
 lower. 
Be sure to ask these questions: Is 
there a different rate if 
you  change 
you plans mid -trip?
 Is it more eco-
nomical to rent 
weekly or daily? 
Are there drop-off
 charges? What 
is the mileage allowance
 and what is 
the cost per mile after 
you  have 
reached
 your allowance? Is there a 
refill charge
 if you return the car 
with 
less
 than a full tank of gaso-
line? 
What about insurance? Your 
own car insurance 
policy
 may cover 
rental cars. Even if you're covered, 
you may want to consider taking
 
the collision/damage
 waiver for ad-
ditional protection. If 
you're  plan-
ning to rent a car 
while  traveling in 
Europe, you must have an Interna-
tional Driving Permit. 
These  are 
available at 
American  Automobile 
Association offices for a small fee. 






 the Pack. 
No matter what kind of personal 
computer you have, 
Passing Gear 
from CompuServe turns it into a 
powerful career -launching tool. 
Passing Gear indudes a mem-
bership to the CompuServe Infor-
mation Servicemore than 700 
offerings in all, including specific 
services developed to give students 




And now, Passing Gear is 
avail-
able to students at 
incredible  savings. 
Make Your Own Breaks. 
A special area for 
students,  called 
Online Campus, unites
 CompuServe 
product areas of 
interest
 to collegians. 
Learn how to 







tronic networking. Join 
CompuServe's 
professional  Forums in 











conferences  or via 
electronic mail. 
You'll
 meet a forward
-thinking  
audience  on CompuServe, where the 
informal interview 
is the natural way 
to get around. 
Add
 a New Dimension 
to Research. 
CompuServe  connects you to 
reference resources you simply can't 
access any more conveniently than 
online. Use online
 gateways to tap the 
financial, scientific,
 and business 
resources of top
 database services. 
Lead a Revolution. 
A Passing Gear membership 
includes everything you need to lead 







 start as low as 
10 cents a minute. 
Order now and receive a 
free  




 call 800-848-8199 and 
ask for Representative 
#6.  In Ohio, 
call
 614-457-0802.













 information about 
CompuServe 












Ordenng  Department 
PO Box 20212 
Columbus. Ohio 43220 
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phone  home 
while I'm 
away at school. What's the 
best 




 with your long-dis-
 
tance company. 
Chances  are p 
there is a special
 plan that lets you call  
home and pay one predetermined 
hourly rate. 
If you call on weekends and at 
night, many long-distance companies 
offer a flat hourly rate, no matter 
where you call. So you can call your
 
girlfriend in New 
York,  and your par-
ents in New Jersey, and know that 
both calls cost only a set price. 
It may also pay to comparison-
shop. Look at your phone bills for the 
past several months to get 
an idea of 
your 
average
 bill. Then call the long-
distance phone companies to compare 
rates. Most of them have toll
-free  800 
numbers. 
If you make 
calls from a pay phone, 
you can
 save as much as $1.05 a 
call  by 
charging calls to a personal 
telephone
 
card number rather 
than calling col-
lect. You can use any long-distance 
company's 
phone card to charge 
calls  
made over its network or over its com-
petitors' networks. 
A few new long-distance
 companies 
are offering a flat
 monthly  rate to peo-
ple who make a lot
 of long-distance 
calls. Beware of 
offers that allow you 
to 
make  as many calls as you like for a 
set fee each month. 
These companies 
typically work on 
a pay -now -dial -later 
basis.
 You pay your bill at 
the  begin-
ning of each month
 for future service, 
and these companies may not deliver 
the service you paid for. Flat -rate 
companies buy phone lines
 from the 
larger phone companies,
 then resell 
the phone 
service
 to individuals. They 
don't want to buy more phone 
lines 
than they may 
need, so if they under-
estimate customer usage, you're with-
out phone service. 
 
I may need a loan to 
 
help meet my 
tuition 
bills. Where do I look for the 
money? 
AMake
 an appointment with 
 a lendera bank, savings 
and loan, or 
credit unionto talk 
about Guaranteed Student 
Loans.  If 
you meet certain eligibility require-




per academic year for the first two 
years and
 
$4,000 annually for the re-
maining
 years, for a maximum loan of 
$17,250. 
Graduate students are eligible for 
loans up to $7,500 annually, to a maxi-
mum loan of $54,750. Repayment 
generally begins six months after 





Because these education loans are 
guaranteed by the federal govern-
ment, lenders' qualifying standards 




ment, however, guarantees loans for 
needy students only. Prior to the pass-
age of the 1986 legislation on higher 
education,  students with annual family 
incomes of
 
$30,000 or less could bor-
1-
 





row through the Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program with no 
questions  
asked. Now all students have to prove 
financial need by filling out a form 
supplied by their school. 
If you're interested in a loan, you 
have plenty of company. The College 
Board reports that one-third to one-
half of all students do some 
borrowing. 
Another option is the Student Loan 
Marketing Association, a govern-
ment -chartered, publicly owned cor-
poration, that offers loans called Sal-
lie Macs. The Association buys guar-
anteed loans from lenders, pools 
them, and issues its own securities. 
Thus, lenders
 are able to clear old 
loans off
 their books and offer new 
ones.
 
PLUS (Parent Loans for Under-
graduate Students) loans are 
federally  
funded and you do not 
have  to prove 
financial need to 
receive  one. The 
maximum PLUS loan 
is
 
$4,000 a year 
and parents 
can  get these loans 
through participating financial insti-
tutions. Repayment begins within 60 
days after you take out a 
PLUS
 loan. 
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